




Linda Martin Egg Designs 
 
 
Welcome...... 
.... to the new catalogue which introduces a  whole new range of products which we hope will 
inspire you to reach new levels and create beautiful designs. The catalogue has taken a long 
time to compile but we hope that you feel it has been worth the wait. 
 
Over the years we have tried to provide unusual, yet affordable, items to enhance your work 
and where we have been unable to purchase what we are looking for, we have either made 
them ourselves (owning a casting business does have its advantages) or commissioned them. 
We are therefore in a position to design our own stands etc and we can supply many items 
exclusively.  
 
The last few years have seen some major changes in product availability and our own         
experimentation has resulted in the use of materials not normally associated with egg      dec-
orating. You will find that our paints and finishes section contain some different offerings, in 
particular the Lumière paints which produce some wonderful effects. 
 
Seminar days and weekends at our premises are proving popular and well-attended and we 
are also incorporating ‘technique days’ during which specific subjects are tackled such as 
marking, cutting etc. If you are interested in attending one of these events, please contact us 
for details of planned dates. We will continue to attend events around the country, including 
the Egg Crafter’s Guild of Gt. Britain annual convention. If you are interested in us           
attending your event or just teaching for your club, please contact us. 
 
We are also happy to give advice should you find yourself having problems with your egg dec-
orating or need more information on the use of a product. Over the next few months we plan 
to completely up-date our website so that you will be able to order from an on-line     cata-
logue.  
 
We hope to hear from you soon and assure you that we will try our best to maintain a speedy, 
friendly service to all our customers. 
      
      Linda Martin  
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KITS 
Our egg decorating supplies business started with a small range of basic beginners kits to 
provide people with an easy way of getting into egg decorating at a time when classes were 
few and far between. We then progressed to supplying instructional leaflets and books to 
give more sources of inspiration. Our range has been extended further with even more of our 
original designs available in kit form. 
 
BEGINNERS GIFT PACK 
This pack has proven extremely popular for complete beginners and contains everything to 
make two eggs - one casket and one upright egg. This allows you to start from scratch and 
work at your own speed.  
Contents include two blown and marked goose eggs, two egg stands, needle file for safe, basic 
cutting, paint sponge, matt white paint, white pearlised paint, epoxy glue, UHU glue, glue 
bottle, lining fabrics, braids, pearls, filigrees and hinges to complete the two eggs. Illustrated 
instructions are also included. The kit comes in a presentation gift basket and is superb value 
at only £39.00. 
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SEMINAR-STYLE KITS 
Over the years of teaching around the U.K.  and overseas, we realise that many of you are 
not in a position to attend seminar days, so we are giving you the opportunity to ‘join’ us 
through our seminar kits. These are not normally available while the design is still being 
taught. As we meet the needs for more complicated designs, so we have decided to set these 
apart and have created three distinct ranges of kits.   
We are now proud to offer our Heritage, Heirloom  and Imperial Collections. Please note 
that all our kits are supplied with full instructions. 

 

 

Kit.8 The Rose Casket 
 £19.00 
A pretty goose egg design with a 
swirled lining. 

Kit.9 Coffee Mocha  £29.50 
Simple yet elegant, this goose egg features 
pierced suede paper work. 

Kit.10 New Years Ball      £33.50 
One of our earliest designs, yet still a 
firm favourite. 

Kit.11 Melodies    £32.00 
Another elegant design with a musical 
theme, complete with a musical movement. 

The Heritage Collection 
The Heritage Collection contains some of the kits which have been on offer in the past and 
we have extended the range to include some of our more recent designs. These kits are all 
original designs by Linda Martin. Contents may vary slightly from illustrations. 
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 Duck Egg Tree 

 This lovely table centrepiece is created very 
 simply using duck eggs glued to a 
Styrofoam  cone. Collect together masses of 
duck eggs,  including a few blue-green shells. 
Which will  be left the natural colour.                             
 Using two shades of pearlescent ink and a 
 really ‘scrubby’ brush, paint a marble effect 
 on the white eggs. (Just twist the brush into 
 the egg and scrunch it around—nothing  
 fancy, but it really works). I used Platinum 
 Pink and Sundown Magenta pearlescent 
 inks.                                                                      
 Decorate the blue-green eggs with a   
 matching  transfer and heat shrink in place 

using a hair dryer. Secure the Styrofoam cone onto the dish. Now using a 
glue gun for speed, start at the bottom of the cone shape and glue the eggs 
in rows around the cone, mixing the colours at random, but spacing the 
blue eggs fairly evenly. Reduce the number of eggs in each row as you work 
your way upwards. The final egg tends to need gluing to the eggs below it, 
not to the tip of the cone.                                                                                      
Wire loops of French-wired ribbon so that you can push them into the 
Styrofoam. Push between the eggs along with assorted silk flowers to hide 
the gaps.                                                                                                                     
You can tailor this tree to suit your Christmas colour theme or make it in 
colours that can be displayed all year round.                                                     
Why not try a smaller version using hen or quail eggs? Add small Christmas 
baubles instead of flowers. 

This egg is based on a design by Marilyn Powers. 

Kit.12   Blue-eyed Grass  
    Clock       £36.00 
A simple introduction to  
paper sculpture work on this 
hanging goose egg clock. 

Kit.14   The Dove Cote  
             £32.00 
This is my twist on an  
original design by Joan 
Brown. 

Kit.15  Hickory Dickory 
  Dock    £33.00 
One of our most popular 
kits and an ideal design 
for the nursery. 
Paints and egg not       
provided  - Requires matt 
white, matt pale pink, matt 
pale blue and white mist.. 

Kit.13  Gentleman’s Desk Clock 
    £34.00 
Interesting paint techniques and 
suede cut-outs feature on this 
goose egg clock. 
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The Imperial Collection 
The Imperial Collection contains a group of exclusive designs which have been created  

for the experienced egg decorator. 
 

Kit 24 Midnight Casket    
   £69.50 
Rhea are such beautiful shells to work with, that I 
feel I should try to do them justice with an      elab-
orate design. This is one of my recent pieces which 
uses beautifully intricate suede paper cut-outs in 
midnight blue, teamed with crystal rhinestone 
chain and a crystal motif created from over 300 
individual stones.  A matching stick pin can  
decorate the base or be used inside the egg. Time 
consuming maybe, but well worth the effort! 
 
 

Kit.25 Dragonflies at Play.  
  £48.00 
Shown on the front cover, this design 
is created from two goose eggs and  
features three tiers of petals.  
The dragonflies hover above the water 
lily on a clock mechanism (at two     
different speeds if you wish).  
We recommend that you mark up an 
extra set of eggs before starting this 
design..... Just in case! Definitely a   
design to tax the patience! 
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PYSANKY KITS & ACCESSORIES 
There has been an increase in interest over the years in Pysanky - a Ukrainian technique of 
egg decorating using dyes and wax resist applied with a kistka.  
 
PYS.1 Pysanky kit. Contains six dyes (yellow, orange, scarlet, light blue,  
  green and black), medium kistka, 21 designs and instructions.  £12.00 
PYS.2 Dyes.  Choose from: 
  Yellow  Orange  Scarlet 
  Light Blue  Light Green Purple 
  Black            £1.50 
PYS.3 Beeswax. Sufficient to decorate 36+ duck eggs.     £2.50 
PYS.4 Kistka. This is the tool for applying the wax. It has a brass funnel  
  with a delrin (light-weight, heat resistant plastic) handle. Writes  
  smoothly and is virtually drip-free. Select from: 
  Fine   Medium   Heavy    £4.95 
PYS.5 Electric kistka boxed set. Contains an electrically operated kistka,    
  tips, screwdriver, cleaning wire, strip wax and design ideas.    £79.95 
BK.17 Ukrainian Design Book 1 by Kmit, Luciouw and Perchyshyn.  
  Contains 24 step-by-step Pysanky designs and includes symbolism 
  details.           £8.95 
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INSTRUCTION LEAFLETS -  LINDA MARTIN DESIGNS 
Linda Martin Egg Designs started life with the sales of instruction leaflets ad throughout the 
years Linda has made available her original designs for those of you who are not able to    
attend seminars or classes. The instruction sheets are very detailed in order to allow you to 
work on your own. We hope that they will provide inspiration for your own designs. 
Each set contains colour photographs of the finished egg, detailed notes and diagrams and 
tips and hints to make life easier. 
Supplied in clear plastic wallets, these instructions can easily be filed into a collection. We 
have also applied a star rating to assist in your choice of design - one star indicates that the 
design is suitable for relative beginners, two stars for those with some experience and three 
stars for the more experienced egg decorator. Due to the high number of designs now       
available, it is impossible to illustrate every design, however we have produced a book which 
has colour photographs of all of Linda’s designs in it. (See book section)  £3.95 per set 
 
IN.1  Swan Lake - A pretty goose egg diorama featuring swans. Instructions for making a crystal  
  gemsai tree also included. * 
IN.2  Rose Casket -  A flower trimmed goose egg casket with cut-out panels. * 
IN.3  Forget-me-not Clock -  A goose egg clock trimmed with raised forget-me-nots and using a 
  hinged ring to insert the clock mechanism. ** 
IN.4  Tyrolean Time -  A Hummel-style figurine set in an Alpine scene inside a goose egg. * 
IN.5  The Flower Fairy -  Hearts and flowers grace this egg which features a hand-dressed fairy. ** 
IN.6  Cupid’s Arbour -  Lavishly trimmed with silk ribbons and pinhead crystals, this goose egg 
   looks beautiful on top of a wedding cake. ** 
IN.7   Crystal Trellis -  A delicately cut swirled trellis is is reflected in the swirled lining in this goose 
  egg casket.*** 
IN.8  Designs in Miniature -  Two designs featuring smaller eggs. One is a hanging design with birds, 
  the second is an air-drilled design.** 
IN.9  Opulence -  Rich fabric covers this goose egg with panel extension.* 
IN.10  Hidden Secrets - A four-petal cut and a drawer are incorporated into one goose egg.** 
IN.11  Elegance -  A classically simple upright goose egg with rhinestone trim. ** 
IN.12  Christmas is coming -  A seasonal goose egg diorama featuring ice skaters and cold porcelain 
  flowers. * 
IN.13  Happy Birthday -  The perfect occasion goose egg featuring a touch ‘n’ play movement and a 
  small hanging egg. * 
IN.14  The Jewel Casket -  Pinhead crystals, cut-out hearts and flowers decorate this pretty goose egg 
  jewel box. ** 
IN.15  Celtic Elegance -  This three door, richly decorated rhea egg with matching guinea fowl egg 
  hanging inside, has a celtic knotwork pattern picked out in rhinestone chain.*** 
IN16  Christmas Rabbit -  A little rabbit sits inside a wintry scene trimmed with ribbons and holly 
  leaves picked out in coloured polyflakes. ** 
IN.17  Rock-a-bye Baby -  A musical hanging crib features elaborate trim and broderie anglaise  
  effect cut-work. Ideal for your favourite baby! ** 
IN.18  The Doves -  A pretty pair of doves sit inside this goose egg casket featuring cut-work and the 
  use of Liquid Lace. ** 
IN.19  Regency -  Regency swags and a folded ribbon lining form the main part of the design of this 
  richly trimmed ostrich egg. Includes the use of a hinged ring as an opening device. ** 
IN.20  Spellbinding -  A Myth & Magic figurine sits inside this Celtic-inspired upright goose egg with 
  a pewter paint finish and polyflake decoration. An unusual and intricate design. ** 
IN.21  Russian Nesting Dolls -  A set of four nesting dolls with a surprise inside. *** 
IN.22  The Squirrel -  A scratch-carved goose egg with an autumnal theme set amongst cold porcelain 
  oak leaves and other plant-life. ** 
IN.23  Easter Surprise -  An elaborately-cut and decorated goose egg casket with a surprise inside. 
  Also incorporates paper sculpture work. *** 
IN.24  The Magic Pool -  The second design following on from Spellbinding (IN.20) featuring Pegasus 
  at the poolside. ** 
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IN.25  Spinning Arches -  A double-yolk goose egg cut with many arches, houses a spinning egg, cut 
  in a similar way. The egg is richly trimmed with rhinestone chain with five tiny doors.   
  Detailed  instructions take you through this mechanical design. *** 
IN.26  A Taste of Summer -  An Italian hanging garden complete with statuette and fountain fills the 
  inside of this goose egg. ** 
IN.27  The Pansy Fairy -  French wired ribbons and pansies trim this upright goose egg. Instructions 
  also included for dressing the fairy. * 
IN.28  Celtic Splendour -  A rhea egg casket with matching goose egg features a Celtic knot work  
  design picked out in rhinestone chain. This egg should prove a real challenge. *** 
IN.29  Memories -  Display your favourite photograph inside this upright goose egg. Although shown 
  as a bridal design, this can be adapted for any occasion. ** 
IN.30  New Years Ball -  By popular demand! The belle of the ball waits inside this elaborately   
  trimmed goose egg for the clock to strike midnight.  A very pretty design using crystal chiffon, 
  porcelain roses and touches of rhinestone. (Kit also available). *** 
IN.31  Spiral Delight -  Ribbons and roses grace this spiral cut egg. How does the lady get inside the 
  egg? We reveal the secret! ** 
IN.32  Orchids -  A goose egg casket design featuring orchid motifs worked in Liquid Lace, a pleated 
  ribbon lining, fancy drilling and a butterfly made from eggshell. ** 
IN.33  Foxes in the Snow -  A duck egg inside a goose egg houses a porcelain fox. Bas relief work and 
  delicately scalloped doors make this an interesting wintry scene. ** 
IN.34  The Dove Cote -  A wonderful goose egg design for the top of the wedding cake, delicately   
  trimmed with dried and cold porcelain flowers. (Kit also available). ** 
IN.35  Apple Blossom Basket -  A Chinese ‘good luck’ mushroom bird sits inside a papier-toiled goose 
  egg basket. ** 
IN.36  Oriental Lamp -  A pigeon egg lamp is revealed when a two-petalled goose egg is opened. Full 
  lighting instructions included. ** 
IN.37  Roses and Ribbons -  A real challenge is provided with six panel extensions on one goose egg 
  plus delicate drilling and a pigeon egg inside. *** 
IN.38  Love is in the Air  - Make your own silk ribbon roses to trim this heart-shaped design created 
  from two goose eggs. *** 
IN.39  The Ice Unicorn -  A collar of shell drilled to look like lace, is created from a second goose egg 
  to frame the cavern where the ice unicorn sits. *** 
IN.40  The Goldcrest Nest -  This emu egg housing a nest of jewelled quail eggs won a first prize in 
  competition at York in 1993. It features bas relief birds, papier-toiled flowers and cold  
  porcelain berries and leaves.  *** 
IN.41  Paws for Thought -  Another prize winner at York in 1994, this delicately drilled ostrich egg 
  houses a beautiful kitten. Lavishly trimmed with papier-toiled flowers, silk ribbon roses and 
  French wired ribbon. *** 
IN.42  The Dragon’s Lair -  This is the third in the Celtic Myth & Magic inspired series. This goose 
  egg sits on the edge of a rock pool. ** 
IN.43  Serenity -  A swirled four-petal cut goose egg unfurls to reveal a pigeon egg decorated to   
  match. ** 
IN.44  The Musical Box -  An upright goose egg casket with trellis panels houses a small musical    
  movement. Include*s the use of a hinged ring. ** 
IN.45  The Birdcage -  A riot of cold porcelain fuchsias, honeysuckle and other flowers trim this    
  hanging goose egg birdcage. Full instructions for making all the flowers included. *** 
IN.46  ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas -  A beautifully decorated and illuminated Christmas goose 
  egg complete with tree, parcels and a tiny sleeping mouse. Full instructions for wiring  
  included. *** 
IN.47  Blossom Time -  A pretty goose egg casket design with fine trellis braiding and papier-toiled 
  decoration. ** 
IN.48  Pandora’s Box -  Pandora’s upright goose egg casket with cut-out panels opens to reveal a  
  pigeon egg necklace. ** 
IN.49  Silver Cascade -  This beautiful goose egg casket features silver leaf, cut-out panels and a higly 
  decorative application of braids and polyflake. Technique for the use of metallic leaf is fully 
  detailed. ** 
IN.50  Dance Ballerina, Dance - Two ballerinas turn inside this goose egg activated by a musical   
  movement. *** 
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IN.51  Lilac Lace -  Inspired by a beaded wedding gown, an elaborately cut goose egg casket with a 
  swirled lining. *** 
IN.52  The Dragonfly -  A large dragonfly hovers inside this upright goose egg. This mechanical  
  design is enhanced with mini butterflies, dragonflies and water lilies. ** 
IN.53  Flights of Fantasy -  An exquisitely-cut and decorated rhea egg featuring Sonie Ames blue-
  eyed grass prints and flower fairies. *** 
IN.54  The Brambling Jar -  Bas-relief birds decorate a scented ginger jar with an unusual paint  
  finish. ** 
IN.55  Embroidered Box -  Explore the possibilities of ribbon embroidery with this casket design for 
  two eggs. Includes quick and easy techniques. ** 
IN.56  The Owls -  Bas-relief owls and Liquid Lace work decorate this rhea egg from which a barn 
  owl gazes down upon a little mouse. *** 
IN.57  Pergamano Lamp -  Panels of embossed parchment paper come to life as the ostrich egg is  
  illuminated. ** 
IN.58  The New Arrival -  The ideal Christening gift is a goose egg pram complete with baby in a 
  Christening robe. Decorated with chiffon-trimmed panels, slotted ribbon work and mini    
  blossoms. ** 
IN.59  Musical Delight -  A hint of art nouveau surrounds this goose egg. Simply touch the front and 
  as if by magic a musical movement is activated. ** 
IN.60  My Fair Lady -  Delicately trellised panels allow a glimpse inside this goose egg. As the papier-
  toiled doors open, a beautiful lady is revealed, ready for her evening appointment. ** 
IN.61  Pretty in Pink -  This pretty egg features a hand-dressed fairy, illuminated from behind an 
  acetate panel which casts a peachy glow on the egg. *** 
IN.62  Time for Tea -  A tiny porcelain mouse is very much at home inside this goose egg teapot,   
  trimmed for Christmas, but equally attractive with a floral theme. * 
IN.63  Champagne Delight -  A flower fairy is revealed as three shaped doors with delicate trellis  
  panels are opened. ** 
IN.64  Celebrations -  A diamond pattern in rhinestone adds an extra dimension to this beautiful   
  ribbon-embroidered egg in shades of pale cream, white and a hint of pale green. An  
  extravagant gold ribbon and filigree stand trim make this an ideal gift for a special occasion. 
  *** 
IN.65  Marina -  Shell and starfish motifs raised in Liquid Lace surround our pretty mermaid  
  figurine. This design features an unusual stand trim. ** 
IN.66  Thumbelina -  Thumbelina sits inside her triple egg water lily watching a frog at the side of her 
  mirror pool. Not a design for the faint-hearted. *** 
IN.67  The Resting Place -  This exquisite design features the cherub stand/figurine supporting a   
  trellis-cut egg in which a porcelain dove rests from his flight. Elaborate trims of cold porcelain 
  flowers and trails of ribbons add to the romantic feel of the egg. ** 
IN.68  The Lilac Fairy -  This egg features delicate cut-out panels around a heart-shaped opening, 
  cold porcelain roses and a lilac flower fairy. Designed for and featured in Popular Crafts   
  magazine 1997.  *** 
IN.69  The Tea Ceremony -  This egg was designed in 1996 for the Shrewsbury convention. It’s an 
  ostrich egg teapot with its own tea ceremony taking place inside. Even the geisha girls are   
  made from guinea fowl eggs. ** 
IN.70  Butterfly Wings -  An elaborate design in white, black and gold. Butterfly wings fold back,  
  encrusted with pinhead crystals and no-hole pearls. Inside an oriental figurine turns on a  
  musical movement. *** 
IN.71  Blue Velvet -  An upright rhea egg casket with spiral cut top decorated with fine rhinestone 
  chain and hanging chains linked with filigrees. Interference paints are used to create a superb 
  deep blue finish. The interior has a vibrant finish. *** 
IN.72  The Crinoline Lady -  An elaborately decorated crinoline lady using the Princess torso,  
  lavishly trimmed with pearls and lace. This egg doubles as a pincushion. *** 
IN.73  Flora -  An upright rhea egg decorated with raised lilies. The egg incorporates trellis work and 
  an exquisite kneeling porcelain fairy. ** 
IN.74  Swan Serenade -  A goose egg swan with elaborately cut and trimmed wings glides on a  
  mirrored pool. *** 
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IN.75  The Old Toy Shop -  This design is based on my Little Match Girl design. It is an upright rhea 
  egg with papier-toile  and trellis decoration. The interior is created into a toy shop decorated 
  for Christmas. A hidden reed switch is tripped by placing the Victorian girl in front of the  
  window, illuminating a light on the Christmas tree and one on the wall. Not to be taken on 
  lightly! *** 
IN.76  Crystal Carousel -  A porcelain carousel horse sits inside an open goose egg which is trimmed 
  with rhinestone panels and beaded spray. ** 
IN.77  Parfum de Nuit -  A rhea egg acts as a container for a perfume bottle complete with tasselled 
  atomiser. Features reverse cuts and the use of crystal cameos. ** 
IN.78  Shamrock Delight -  A goose egg casket features no-hole pearls and emerald pinhead crystals 
  in a shamrock design. A surprise bob-white quail shamrock necklace sits inside. *** 
IN.79  Wedgwood Arches -  A Victorian bust stands on an alabaster pedestal inside this Wedgwood 
  blue goose egg. ** 
IN.80  Christmas Greetings -  A ribbon pulls from the egg with a message written on, then winds 
  back inside the egg again. Decorated with papier-toiled festive foliage. ** 
IN.81  Ophelia -  Based on the painting of Ophelia by Millais, this rhea egg features an art nouveau 
  decoration of water lilies in vibrant colours and the figurine of Ophelia floating inside the egg 
  surrounded by water lilies and bulrushes. *** 
IN.82  Playtime -  An upright swan egg houses a beautiful kitten and is embellished with trellis  
  panels, filigrees, silk braids and ribbons. *** 
IN.83  Quick’n’Easy -  Two designs -  one a guinea fowl upright casket in white and black, the other 
  is a duck egg featuring transfer decoration, a butterfly and elaborately trimmed with silk  
  flowers, ribbons and filigrees. * 
IN.84  Baby’s Memory Box -  An ostrich egg box with two drawers is boxed and lined to house a duck 
  egg photo album. This egg was first taught in Bristol at a Guild Convention. *** 
IN.85  Blackberries -  A rhea egg pot pourri holder which has a resin lid with blackberry decoration, 
  blackberries decoupaged around the outside and an unusual pleated lining.  * or ** 
IN.86  Mirage -  Two hanging goose eggs in geometric designs in striking colours of pearlescent inks 
  with a black background. * 
IN.87  Parfum Nouveau -  A goose egg perfume bottle with an iris design raised in Liquid Lace  
  contains our small perfume spray. ** 
IN.88  The Fairytale Kingdom -  This goose egg houses an illuminated castle and features a cold  
  porcelain beanstalk which ‘grows’ around the stand and through the shell to reach the castle. 
  Great fun to make! *** 
IN.89  Kincade -  A wintry goose egg complete with illuminated cottage and elegant decoration. 
  (Kit also available). ** 
IN.90  Thistledown -  Re-create the head of a thistle from the thirteen pieces of shell cut from one 
  goose egg! *** 
IN.91  Ellen -  This hanging goose egg features an Edwardian lady print, embellished with ‘real’ hair. 
  The egg is decorated with beautiful petal trellis work set with flat-back pearls and features a  
  decorated bob-white quail egg inside. ** 
IN.92  Cherubs - Petit-point worked in pinhead crystals over a fine peel-off mesh, a cherub silk print 
  and our exclusive cherub stand are used to decorate this goose egg clock. The valentine theme 
  is continued with the use of our heart-shaped clock movement.** 
IN.93  Springtime - This goose egg is elaborately trimmed with glittered Liquid Lace panels and a 
  small off-set door. Silk ribbons twirl their way from the top of the egg amid clusters of cold 
  porcelain roses and filigrees. A porcelain rabbit sits inside.*** 
IN.94  Pinecone Jewel Box - This rhea egg was created for a local charity event and features two 
  jewel compartments lined with white panné velvet and jewelled with burgundy and crystal  
  rhinestone chain.*** 
IN.95  The Fuchsia and the Fairy - This is an older design taught at a Guild Convention which  
  re-creates a fuchsia flower from  a goose egg and a guinea fowl egg. A kneeling porcelain fairy 
  with goose egg wings completes the design.*** 
IN.96  Gentle Slumber - This goose egg casket design creates a home for the beautiful fairy asleep in a 
  walnut encircled with raised trailing arbutus flowers. More trellis work embellished with flat-
  back pearls and beautiful creamy peach colourings.** 
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IN.97   A Winter’s Glow - Our new church lights up the wintry interior of this upright goose egg with 
   a warm glow. A drilled snowflake pattern decorates the back of the egg. ** 
IN.98   The Embroidered Perfume Bottle - This is a new twist on Parfum Nouveau which features  
   ribbon embroidery and embroidered embellishment of a silk print. ** 
IN.99   An Irish Wedding Goblet - This ostrich egg features Celtic-style knotwork panels picked out   
   in silver-plated amethyst chain and silver cord. *** 
IN.100 Mucha Re-visited - A hanging goose egg is trimmed with a silk print in the style of Mucha and 
   embellished with mock-enamelling, flat-back pearls and tiny stones. This design was inspired 
   by a piece of art nouveau jewellery. ** 
IN.101 Coffee Mocha -  Classical colours of rich cream, gold and black make this a very popular  
   design. The interior is panelled with a unique pierced suede paper panel. ** 
IN.102 Roses for my Love/ Roses in the Afternoon -  Two designs in pastel pink and blue. The  
   hanging designs use different decorative finishes. One is trimmed with papier-toiled roses, the 
   other with Liquid Lace panels and cold porcelain roses. * 
IN.103 Lace Delight -  Lace embellished with tiny pearls, boutons and gold thread forms the basis of 
   this design when teamed with a rich copper colour. This sloping design has double doors   
   which open to reveal a smaller embellished egg inside. ** 
IN.104 Flight of the Dragonfly -  This art nouveau inspired design is created using vibrant Lumieres  
   paints to colour mock-enamelled entwined stems and flowers and a large dragonfly. Matching 
   braiding is created and the stand and filigrees used are also tinted. A dragonfly stick pin  
   completes the design. ** 
IN.105 Melodies -  A striking contrast of black and white is enhanced with a splash of deep red. The 
   trim on the top of the goose egg has a musical theme and the suede paper lining gives the  
   effect of a piano keyboard running around the inside of the egg. A key-wound musical  
   movement completes the theme. ** 
IN.106 Sapphire Casket -  This extremely elegant goose egg jewel box is very easy to make, yet has 
   always been one of my most popular designs. Dainty chains hang from the front of the v-cut 
   casket and the lining fabric and rhinestone trim match to complete the design. * 
IN.107 Flowers for my Lady -  A silk print of an Edwardian lady is enhanced by cold porcelain  
   jonquils and a delicate mottled paint finish. The egg is uncut but quite ornate. ** 
IN.108 Celtica -  Crystal rhinestone knotwork patterns trim this sloping egg with two doors. A     
   pleated suede paper lining and platform base create an area for customising this egg with  
   initials. *** 
IN.109 The Wish Dragon -  Papier-toiled roses and delicate Liquid Lace scrolls enhance this  
   illuminated goose egg. A dragon sits inside, protecting it’s frosted ball which will light up at 
   the flick of a switch. Delicately painted in pale blues and pinks, this egg will delight. *** 
IN.110 Aphrodite at the Waterfall -  A goose egg is decorated to resemble a ruined Grecian temple. 
   Aphrodite stands at the edge of the waterfall which spills into the rock pool created using  
   Scenic Water. Tiny cold porcelain iris trim the edges of the pool. ** 
 
Our In Touch newsletter always featured an instruction leaflet. These are now available to buy if you 
missed them first time round. 
IN.A   The Otter -  A goose egg version of the ostrich egg featured on the front cover of our first  
   catalogue. Surrounded by ivy leaves, an otter sits inside a scenic goose egg. ** 
IN.B   Carousel -  A musical ostrich egg carousel. *** 
IN.C   Christmas Fairy -  An illuminated goose egg featuring a flower fairy and sapphire coloured 
   trims. *** 
IN.D   Blue-eyed Grass Clock -  A pretty clock featuring simple papier-toiled flowers and a push-fit 
   insertion movement. (Also available in kit form). ** 
IN.E   The Autumn Fairy -  A ‘Bliss’ pewter fairy sits inside this autumnal egg which uses a leaf 
   print to enhance the paint finish. *** 
IN.F   Baby’s Rattle -  A revised design from our original offering which used discontinued items. 
   Now trimmed with apple blossom shells and transfers, the design uses our exclusive resin  
   rattle handle. * 
IN.G   The Cherry Tree -  An oriental lady and cherry tree sit inside this upright goose egg. Features 
   two small doors and an unusual colour scheme. ** 
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IN.H   Romantic Serenade -  This upright rhea egg has three drop-down doors which open to display 
   a romantic couple. Prettily decorated in lilac and pale pinks and our exclusive pale amethyst 
   and jonquil rhinestone chain. ** 
IN.J   Hickory Dickory Dock -  A very popular design, this hanging wall clock looks wonderful in a 
   child’s bedroom. So simple yet so effective. * 
IN.K   Purple Haze -  Using a beautiful wisteria paint colour, this rhea egg features art nouveau style 
   lilies, beading, mock-enamelling and plenty of cut work. ** 
IN.L   Exotique -  The wing on this porcelain fairy are made from goose eggshell featuring cut    
   work, chiffon panels and plenty of lavish trim. Learn how to dress the figurine as well. ** 
IN.M   Crystal Casket -  A timeless design made from a small ostrich egg.  ** 
IN.N   Christmas Trilogy -  Three goose egg hanging designs. One features a silk print, another uses 
   art foils and the third shows how to use a resin finial to create a Victorian-style tree  
   decoration. * 
IN.P   Wedgwood Celebrations -  A pale green swan egg is decorated in Wedgwood style and  
   features reversed panels holding white miniature busts and a bob-white quail egg rotates  
   inside the main section of the egg on a clock mechanism. *** 
IN.Q   Oriental Delight -  Two tiny fan-shaped doors open to reveal an oriental lady. Pretty colouring 
   using pearlescent inks. ** 
IN.R   Rose Serenade -  This design was featured on the front cover of our last catalogue. The marble
   finish is achieved using pearlescent inks and the rhea egg features decorative panels using fine 
   gold tape and pearl boutons between silk print panels. ** 
IN.S   Butterfly Casket -  A simple goose egg casket is brought o life with a hinged eggshell butterfly. 
   Instructions given for making and using a butterfly hinge. ** 
IN.T   The Chickadees -  This emu egg with a scalloped cut features silk ribbon embroidery and a 
   chickadee silk print. ** 
IN.U   Charlotte -  Our empire lady figurine rotates inside this goose egg on a musical movement. 
   Striking black and white colour scheme. *** 
IN.V   Summer Roses -  By popular request we have released this four-door design as an instruction 
   leaflet. The egg features burgundy rose transfers and plenty of filigrees and crystal drops 
   hanging from the doors and from the gemsai tree inside the egg. ** 
IN.W   Lady Eleanor -  This beautiful crinoline lady rhea egg design has additional skirt panels    
   trimmed with lace and decoration picked out in Liquid Lace. The lady also hides a musical 
   movement. ** 
IN.X   Ascot Days -  This design is for a fancy hat and matching parasol using our beautiful   
   buds’n’bows silk braid and our resin hat stand. A definite money-spinner at craft fairs. * 
IN.Y   Oriental Garden -  Two colour versions are given for this goose egg design - one in pastels, the 
   other in stronger colours and both using pearlescent inks. The oriental lady stands in her  
   garden with a choice of two styles of lattice work. ** 
IN.Z   Sea Dreams -  A goose egg and guinea fowl egg combine to create a hanging design which  
   features a simulated paua shell finish achieved with Lumiere paints and intricate suede paper 
   cut-outs. * 
 
CUT’N’USE DESIGN SOURCE SHEETS 
In addition to our  instruction leaflets, we have produced some design source sheets. These 
feature themed colour pictures, line drawings, a photograph of a finished egg and a  
collection of technique ideas for use with the source material.   £3.25 each 
 
DS.1 Butterflies -   Contains many pictures and design ideas to inspire your egg decorating. 
DS.2 Bridal -  Weddings are always a popular theme for eggs and this sheet will give you plenty of 
 ideas to use. 
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INSTRUCTION LEAFLETS -  JOAN HUFF DESIGNS 
Following the release of her book Eggciting Eggshells (sadly now out of print) Joan Huff has 
allowed us to act as agents for some of her patterns, most of which were featured in the book. 
Joan is one of the most well-known egg artists world-wide and now lives in Florida, USA. 
Her work is easily recognisable and her willingness to share her skills is well known. We 
have included page references for Joan’s book and the eggs used are denoted by O (ostrich), 
R (rhea), E (emu), G (goose), D (duck) and Q (quail). Prints are included with some designs. 
              £4.95 each 
J.1 Spring Surprise (R/G). Two little birds nestle inside a goose egg housed in a rhea egg with drop 
 down doors, intricate cut-work and lots of glitz. (p.47) 
J.2 Victorian Sleigh. (R ) Lattice work and scrolls trim this sleigh crammed with Christmas foliage 
 and a Father Christmas. (Front cover). 
J.3 A Rose is a Rose (R )Three half doors, lots of lattice, scrolls and flowers and easily adapted to 
 make a Cinderella coach. (p.34) 
J.4 All Dressed Up (R ). A multi-tiered crinoline with ribbon embroidery and lattice panels on the 
 skirt adorn the porcelain bride. (p.29) 
J.5 My Fair Lady (G) Two fancy-cut fans opening in front of the egg reveal a dressed lady. (p.12) 
J.6 Jewel Box Trio (R/G/D) Nesting eggs have fancy cut-work and panels of crystal and pearl  
 needlepoint designs. (p.25) 
J.7 Double Delight (R/G) Both eggs are cut with a heart and bow design which is raised in Liquid 
 Lace to disguise the join in the outer egg. The inner egg revolves manually. (p.16) 
J.8 Wild Rose & Berries (R/G) Heavily decorated with the Sonie Ames blackberry and wild rose 
 print, the inside goose egg houses a pair of doves. (p.16) 
J.9 Hearts Full of Love (R/Q) Heart design with ribbon lacing and lattice work. A quail egg heart 
 inside opens up with fishing line attached to the finial on the rhea egg. (p.38) 
J.10 In The Good Old Summertime (R ) Three fan-shaped doors with the rest of the egg being  
 intricately cut around a flower and leaf design and trimmed with pinhead crystals. (p.23) 
J.11 Love Makes the World go Around (R/G ) Three dropdown doors open to reveal a goose egg 
 rotating on a musical movement with a porcelain cherub inside. Cut-outs on the doors have 
 filigrees inserted in them.(p.36) 
J.12 Old Fashioned Basket (R/D) A piece from a second shell is inserted in the handle to give     
 shaping. A poinsettia print is raised amongst the lattice work and the basket contains smaller 
 eggs inside. (p.40) 
J.13 Summertime with Elizabeth (R ) Open fronted egg with a picket fence, raised floral print and a  
 figurine perched on the edge. Two versions included for this very popular design. (p.38) 
 N.B. We now supply this figurine. 
J.14 Fabergé Bonbonnière (G/D) An exquisite bow design enhanced with pinhead crystals covers 
 the goose egg. A lipstick mechanism raises a flower-filled basket made from a duck egg. (p.26) 
J.15 Gold & Green Jewel Boxes (G/D) Scrolls and lattice work picked out in small pearls and  
 rhinestones. adorn the tops of these beautiful upright jewel boxes. (p.44) 
J.16 Pink Floral Surprise (R/G/D) Scrolls and découpaged flowers trim the rhea egg with three 
 drop-down doors. A goose egg inside raises upwards on brass tubing to reveal a duck egg.(p.27) 
J.17 Spring Fever (G) A double yolk goose egg and ordinary goose have open panels covered in  
 chiffon and panels of lattice work decorating the top halves. A hinged ring. Acts as an opening 
 device. (p.45) 
J.18 Cherry Blossom Time (R ) Intricately-cut floral and leaf design on the two doors is repeated on 
 the extended back panels The leaves are built up with Liquid Lace. A Victorian lady stands 
 inside.(p.46) 
J.19 Cinderella, Cinderella, Cinderella (R ) Coach trimmed with lattice work and embellished with 
 ribbon embroidery and rhinestones. (p.30) 
J.20 Holly Jolly Snowman  (R/G) A snowflake motif raised with Liquid Lace and glittered  
 surrounds the opening on the egg which houses the cutest porcelain snowman. (p.39) 
J.21 Fairies Frolicking in the Dell (R ) An elaborately cut egg forms the scene in which three Ronnie 
 Curran fairies play. (p.36) 
J.22 Heart of my Heart (G) Heart panels are extended on this hanging Christmas decoration which 
 contains a little girl in Christmas outfit. (p.42) 
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J.23 Sound of Music (R ) Three versions of this gazebo-style egg are treated differently with  
 beading, paper sculpture work and ribbon embroidery. (p.30) 
J.24 Winter Window (R/G) This hanging Christmas design contains a little girl looking through the 
 window of a living room from the snowy scene outside. Poinsettias are raised on the outside. 
 (p.42) 
J.25 Swans & Flowers (R ) The swan-shaped door on this intricately-cut egg opens to reveal a swan 
 inside. Sonie Ames prints are raised on the outside of the shell. (p.37) 
J.26 ‘T was the Night Before Christmas (R ) An unusual lattice pattern covers the door of this egg 
 which contains a little girl waiting for Christmas day to arrive. Pink poinsettias trim the  
 outside. A hidden reed switch activates a light on the Christmas tree. (p.28) 
J.27 Bows and Butterflies (G) The opening on this egg is surrounded by bow motifs and lattice   
 panels. A jewelled butterfly is cut from the spare shell and re-positioned on the egg. (p.23) 
J.28 Lavender Gazebo (R ) Three half doors drop down to show the fairy in the glittered and      
 jewelled gazebo. (p.48) 
J.29 Winter Cardinals (R /G) Two cardinals perch inside the lattice-cut egg which is trimmed with 
 matching red rhinestones. A hanging version is also given. (p.39) 
J.30 Butterflies are my Favourite Things (R/G) Three lattice doors drop down to reveal a double-
 yolk goose egg covered in butterfly prints. This egg lifts off to expose an arrangement of gold 
 leaves and butterflies jewelled to match the rest of the design. (p.21) 
J.31 Cinderella’s Beaded Carriage (R ) Petit-point floral motifs trim the carriage and the remainder 
 of the egg is covered in no-hole pearls. (p.25) 
J.32 Lacy & Jewelled Butterflies (R/G) Two versions of eggs featuring lacey-cut butterflies on     
 casket eggs. (p.19) 
J.33 El-egg-ant Basket (R/Q) A beaded basket is trimmed with a large bow on the handle made 
 from jewelled quail eggs. Smaller matching eggs fill the inside. (p.30) 
J.34 Swan Song (R ) A large swan is made form two rhea eggs. A hand-made porcelain fairy sits 
 between the wings. (p.18) 
J.35 Starburst (G) A simple hanging design which features a large snowflake motif, cut and        
 panelled with chiffon and trimmed with pinheads and gold cord. (p.41) 
J.36 Egg Cabinet full of Decorated Eggs (R/Q)  The lights come on when the doors are opened on 
 this cabinet full of tiny decorated eggs. (p.31) 
J.37 Tea Time (G) A blackberry print trims this teapot design. The lid lifts off to reveal its secret -  a 
 small clock hidden inside. (p.11) 
J.38 Let There be Peace on Earth (R ) Raised Liquid Lace doves feature strongly on this design 
 amongst the lattice work, scrolls and lemon silk ribbon roses. (p.39) 
J.39 Carousel Surprise (R ) Ribbon embroidery and slotted ribbons embellish this carousel egg 
 complete with porcelain horse. 
J.40 Love Story (R ) A pine-cone cut on the top half of the egg lifts up to reveal the couple inside. A 
 shaped drawer is set in the lower half of the egg. (p.26) 
J.41 Remembrance (G) Dove-shaped hinged doors open to reveal a smaller painted and corded egg 
 which rotates inside the larger one. (p.7) 
J.42 Velvet Lovely (G) Three designs show methods of reversing panels of shell to create different 
 shapes. Richly trimmed with velvet, these are an unusual trio of eggs. (p.32) 
J.43 A Pagoda (G) Six panels are cut from one egg and re-arranged to create a pagoda trimmed 
 with satins and apple blossom shell sprays . (p.45) 
J.44 Simply Scrolls (G) An open scroll design on the top half of the egg is lined with shell from a  
 second egg. Pinhead crystals trim the scrolls. (p.17) 
J.45 Old Fashioned Christmas Design was taken from one previously created as a Christmas egg  
 (p.18) 
J.46 My Lady’s Lacy Jewel Box (G) Two beautiful designs intricately cut then lined with a pastel 
 coloured second egg which shows through the holes. Floral sprays complete the egg.(p.44) 
J.47 The Snow Princess (R ) Beautiful snowflakes are raised in Liquid Lace and ‘suspended’ among 
 scrolls around the opening on this egg. Inside the snow princess stands amid the snow and     
 icicles. (p.23) 
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J.48 Chasing Butterflies (R/D) A large jewelled and lavishly cut and trimmed butterfly sits at the 
 base of a hanging stand. A smaller cut and jewelled hanging egg is suspended above. (p.20) 
J.49 Butterflies are Free (G) An intricately-cut egg sits on its end to reveal a butterfly cut from 
 spare shell. Both eggs are heavily jewelled. (p.27) 
J.50 Morning Glories & Butterflies (R/G) Intricate design featuring flowers and a free-standing 
 shell butterfly inside the egg. (p.19) 
J.51 Beaded Butterfly Trio (G) Three butterflies are hinged from the shell and elaborately jewelled. 
 The remainder of the egg is trimmed with no-hole pearls and fine gold thread. (p.20) 
J.52 Be my Love (R ) An unusual lattice cut backs this design which contains a royal couple. A  jew-
el  compartment is hidden under the scene. (p.37) 
J.53 Déjà Vu (R/G) This rhea with very open cut-work trimmed with organza opens to reveal a 
 fairy in a swan. (p.27) 
J.54 Don’t Put all your Eggs in One Basket (R/D)  More crystal petit point work on an upright 
 basket filled with duck eggs. (p.25) 
J.55 Victorian Fans (R/G) Three open-work fan doors drop open to reveal the Victorian lady 
 surrounded by scrolls (p.46) 
J.56 Butterflies, Butterflies, Butterflies (R/G/Q) Two eggs sit inside the third and are trimmed with  
 cut-out butterfly motifs. Jewelled butterflies and the quail egg rotate manually. (p.19) 
J.57 Carousel of Roses (R ) A carousel with a collar cut from a second shell. Trimmed with cording 
 and filigrees. (p.32) 
J.58 Fantasy Land (R/G) Intricately-cut goose egg rotates inside the rhea egg on a musical 
 movement. A lace edging surrounds the openings on both eggs. (p.35) 
J.59 Elegance in Crystal & Gold (R/D) A vertical basket holds smaller eggs trimmed richly in gold 
 and crystal. This makes a beautiful wedding centrepiece. (p.33) 
J.60 Sweet Hearts (R ) Hearts and scrolls make this perfect for a wedding or aniversary jewel 
 casket.  (p.29) 
J.61 Brocade (G/D) A scroll-edged goose egg houses a matching duck egg containing two small 
 doves. The scrolls are filled with coloured cord and pinhead crystals. (p.47) 
J.62 Friends Forever (R ) ‘Window’ baskets made from smaller shells are attached to the lower 
 edges of the doors. Inside, indoor and outdoor scenes are separated by an acetate panel and 
 rotate manually. (p.23) 
J.63 On a Bicycle Made for Two (O) Lattice panels open outwards to fully reveal the cycling couple 
 inside. (p.35) 
J.64 A Carriage for Cinderella (R ) An adaptationof J,3 to make a carriage. (p.34) 
J.65 Double Drawer Beaded Jewel Box (R ) Two drawers pivot outwards on this jewel box trimmed 
 with petit point work and masses of pearl beads. (p.24) 
J.66 Beauty of the Emu (E) Pale blue trim on this egg combined with lattice work lighten the 
 natural colour of the emu egg. A bluebird sits inside. (p.36) 
J.67 Summertime (G) Trimmed with flower motifs and lattice work. A lady stands inside the egg in  
 a garden scene. (p.43) 
J.68 Enchanting Butterflies (R/G) A horizontal design with an ingenious mechanism for raising the 
 inner egg when the top of the outer egg is opened. Each egg is lavishly trimmed with  butterflies. 
 (p.21) 
J.69 Victorian Rose Jewel Box (R ) Shaded ribbons are folded into roses to trim the top of this 
 velvet-lined, scroll decorated egg. (p.15) 
J.70 Tea Party (O) Teapot design with lattice work front and back and a party taking place. (p.11) 
J.71 Peek-a-boo (R/G) Two versions of intricately-cut eggs reminiscent of the old sugar eggs with a 
 scene inside. (p.14) 
J.72 It’s for the Birds (R/D )  This lattice-cut jewel casket has a special bluebird door panel at the 
 front and a matching smaller egg inside. (p.15) 
J.73 Frills & Bows (R )Three openings with half doors surround an open design covered with 
 chiffon. Delightful figurines sit inside. (p.14) 
J.74 Golden Promises (R )  Such a pretty design for a goden anniversary. Fan-shaped doors open on 
 this intricately-cut egg. (p.14) 
J.75 Oriental Splendour (G) Intricately-cut and elaborately-trimmed fans open backwards. Inside a 
 geisha stands. (p.12) 
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J.76 Blossom Greene (G) A young girl stands inside a double-doored goose egg. Lots of lattice and 
 threaded ribbon work. (p.34) 
J.77 Bird Cage (G) Two versions of an old fashioned birdcage with a minimum of trim and a  
 maximum of cutting! (p.13) 
J.78 Spring Basket (G/Q) A quail egg flower-filled basket can be lifted from inside the goose egg. 
 More cut-work and butterfly filigrees. (p.13) 
J.79 Fan-Fare (G) Lots of cutwork on the fan-shaped door along with slotted ribbon work. (p.12) 
J.80 Eggs Express (R ) An organza-trimmed cart carries a selection of filigree cut smaller eggs 
 (p.13) 
J.82 Garland of Roses (G) Lots of ribbon embroidery and an eggshell butterfly embellish this  
 lattice-cut goose egg. (p.29) 
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PRINTS 
SONIE AMES PRINTS 
These beautiful prints have been produced as patterns for china painting designs, but have 
been used for many years by egg-decorators for decoupage and papier-toile work. These  
lithographic prints are produced on good quality paper and the colour quality is exceptional 
with the subtle blending and delicate colourings synonymous with the name of Sonie Ames.  
We are now the exclusive suppliers of original Sonie Ames prints to egg decorators in the 
United Kingdom. As such we have increased our offering of these beautiful designs and are 
able to maintain the lower prices which we have been offering for some years. We are also 
able to offer a beautiful book on the technique for painting roses by Sonie Ames. (See book 
section). Please note that not all designs are available as left and right options. Those which 
are available are marked with *. 
 
 Left hand                          Right hand 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       SA.1  Apple Blossom*           SA.2 Sweet Pea*        SA.3 Pansies 

SA.4 White Dogwood   SA.5 Blackberry and Wild Rose  SA.6 Daisies* 
 
Prints on this page are hobby prints and are shown smaller than actual size of 13 x 10.5cm
        Each print £0.85. 
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SA.7 Pink Wild Roses*          SA.8 Pink Rose and Violets     SA.9 Yellow Rose and 
             Violets 

SA.10   Forget-me-not and           SA.11 Holly   SA.12   Blue-eyed Grass 
  Pansies* 

SA.13 Acorns and Oak   SA.14  Poinsettia        SA.19 Pink Trumpet Vine 
Leaves 
 
Prints on this page are hobby prints and are shown smaller than actual size of 13 x 10.5cm
            Each print £0.85. 
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SA.23  Holly Anne Rose            SA.24  Ivy Geranium               SA.25  Trailing Arbutus 
             used on ‘Gentle  
             Slumber’ below. 

 SA.26     Clover                   SA.27      Fuchsia    

    SA.39 Cosmos    SA.40 Yellow Daisies   SA.41 Poppies
       
            
Prints on this page are hobby prints and are shown smaller than actual size of 13 x 10.5cm
            Each print £0.85. 
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SA.15 Pink Rose Medallion    SA.16 Yellow Rose Medallion 
 
SA.15-16 are full size sheets and are shown smaller than actual size of 21.5 x 28cm  
         Each print £2.55. 

SA.55   Raspberries         SA.56  Another wild rose
   Hobby print size (approx.13 x 10.5cm) £0.85 each 

A.43  White Roses and violets                   SA.44     Berries 
 
 
            SA.54   Arby 
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     SA.17           Roses (3 Designs)       SA.18        Blue-eyed Grass 

SA.20 Nursery print      SA.21 Blue Primrose 
 
Prints on this page are full size sheets and are shown smaller than actual size of 21.5 x 28cm
            Each print £2.55. 
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                   SA.28 Violets      SA.29 Six designs 

         SA.30 Four designs      SA.31 Wild Roses 
 
Prints on this page are full size sheets and are shown smaller than actual size of 21.5 x 28cm
            Each print £2.55. 
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  SA.32 Tulips      SA.33 Seven designs 
 
 
 
 
          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         SA.38     Blue Plumbago      £2.25  
 Prints on this page are full size sheets and  
        are 
shown smaller than actual size of  
         21.5 x 28cm.  Each print £2.55. 
 

     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Not only can Sonie Ames prints be used for  
raising and for conventional découpage, but 
they can also be used in other ways.  
Here a single print from the ‘Rose Medal-
lion’ sheet is applied to the egg. It is then 
used as a base for raising individual cold 
porcelain petals and leaves to re-create the 
image in a very different way.  
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  SA.45             SA.46  Princess             SA.47  Sally        SA.48   Carla   
            Hummingbird 

SA.34 Forget-me-not      SA.35 Snowberries 
 

SA.36 Gooseberries      SA.37 Jonquils 
SA.34– 37 (above) are supplied in half sheets 12.5 x 17.5cm  (approximately 5 x 7”) £1.45 each 
 
Prints below are ‘postcard’ size  approximately 7 x 10.5cm (2¾ x 4¼") £0.45 each 

       SA.49  Cindy        SA.50  Pamela       SA.51 Harriet           SA.52   Willow         SA.53 Jenny    
  SA.45– 48 are supplied in Postcard size (approx. 3 x 4” ).   £0.45  WHILE STOCKS  
                     LAST 
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PR.1 Goldcrest    PR.2 Wood warbler                PR.3  Redstar t  PR.4  Brambling 
Each print approx. 12.5 x 15cm    £0.60 each or £2.75 for five of one type 

PR.5 Barn owl    PR.6 Tawny owl                PR.7  Little owl        PR.4  Long-
eared owl 

PR.41 £0.55    PR.42 £0.55       PR.43 £0.55        PR.44     £0.55 
Each print approx.. 5 x 7.5cm. 

PR.33 Spr ing      PR.34  Summer                        PR.35  Autumn                  PR.36  Winter  
Each print approx. 9 x 13cm    £0.35 each or £1.50 for five of one type 
 
The following prints are made from a canvas-like paper which make then perfect for modelling 
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CLEARANCE  £0.45 EACH 



PR.45    £0.95     PR.46   £0.95 
Each print approx. 12.5 x 10cm 

PR.47 £0.85         PR.48 £0.85    PR.49 £0.85     PR.50 £0.85 
Each print approx. 7.5 x 5cm 

PR.51  £0.55             PR.52 £0.55                 PR.53    £0.55 
Each print approx. 5 x 7.5cm. 
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 SP.1   SP.2   SP.3    SP.4         SP.5 

 
SILK PRINTS -  All our silk prints are goose size and all priced at £1.60 each 

 SP.6   SP.7     SP.8   SP.9         SP.10 

           SP.11   SP.12     SP.13            SP.14       SP.15 

 SP.16  SP.17       SP.18           SP.19     SP.20 

 SP.21   SP.22       SP.23             SP.24             SP.25 

         SP.26   SP.27                  SP.28               SP.29            SP.30 
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Here you can see how the silk print has been used in a different 
design.. ‘Parfum de Rose’ (right) has the print applied on a  
reversed section of shell, but prior to attaching it to the egg, I 
have embellished it with silk ribbon embroidery, working the 
flowers on the hat three-dimensionally and adding tiny clusters 
of sniglets around the edge of the roses. I then used organdie 
ribbon to create the ties and to embellish the top of the bodice.  
The background was then glittered. It is often possible to      
embellish an image in this way. Just look carefully and you 
should be able to see the possibilities for adding tiny touches 
here and there… flat-backs, tiny beads, embroidery,  
sniglets, glitter etc. 

You may remember ‘Rose Serenade’ from our previous 
catalogue cover… 
This uses one of the silk prints applied directly onto the 
shell over a white-painted oval to ensure that the colour of 
the silk print is shown at its best. A coloured background 
will show through the silk and discolour the   image. 
 
Always make sure that you use a glue which will not bleed 
through the silk as this may pose problems. I usually use a 
thin white glue with good bonding strength (Gem-Tac 
works well) and allow it to almost set before gently 
smoothing the silk image in place 
 
Other sizes of silk prints may be available on request. We 
are also able to produce silk prints from your own photo-
graphic image. Please ring for details. 

      SP.61            SP.62            SP.63        SP.64              SP.65 

      SP.66            SP.67            SP.68        SP.69              SP.70 
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MUSICAL. MECHANICAL & ELECTRICAL 
MUSICAL MOVEMENTS 
Major upheavals over the last few years regarding copyright issues have resulted in many fewer 
tunes being available. We would therefore suggest that you contact us to check on availability. 
 
MM.1 Touch’n’play musical movements - approx. 2.5cm in diameter. Press the pressure pad in 
  the centre of the disc to activate the movement. These will fit under the white plastic 
  bases (BA.5-8) if the small legs are removed. Subject to availability in the following  
  tunes:            £2.50 
  1. Happy Birthday 
  2. Rock-a-bye Baby 
  3. Wedding March 
  4. Congratulations 
   
   
MM.3 18–note miniature musical movement with offset key - Encased in a white plastic shell - 
  43 x 35 x 15mm which can be removed to reduce bulk. All tunes subject to availability.
               £7.95 
  1. Brahms Lullaby    6. Winter Wonderland 
  2. Love Story     7. Moonlight Sonata 
  3. Lara’s theme    8. Silent Night 
  4. Memories     9. Swan Lake 
  5. Wedding March 
 
MM.6 18-note  miniature musical movement with centre key -  Encased in a white plastic shell - 
  43 x 35 x 15mm which can be removed to reduce bulk. Subject to availability in the  
  following tunes:           £7.95 
  1. Fur Elise 
  2. Mendelssohn’s Wedding March 
  3. Swan Lake 
  4. Moonlight Sonata 
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MECHANICAL COMPONENTS 
Sometimes we need a little help to make our eggs ‘do’ things. A clock mechanism will allow very light 
objects to rotate on its spindle and brass tubing will extend musical movement spindles where key 
extenders are not available and can be used to rotate eggs within eggs. As always we will try to help 
you to achieve the effect you are striving for. 
 
MECH.1 Clock mechanism - Battery operated clock movement will power a  
  lightweight object with a distinct turning motion every second. IN.52  
  uses this mechanism.         £3.95 
MECH.5 Brass tubing. 12" lengths. One size fits snugly inside the next size up.  
  These are still sold in imperial sizes:   
     1/16" (use on the second hand of Mech.1)   £1.95 each 
     3/32"          
     1/8"      
     5/32".    
  Please remember to specify the size you require.      
MECH.6 Brass rod. 12" lengths. 1/16" diameter      £1.95 each  
 
 
Our hollow base (WHB.3) will take musical movements and mechanisms. 
 
ELECTRICAL 
Illuminated eggs are becoming very popular and we have a range of instruction leaflets for various 
designs using different types of lighting. Our lighting packs contain basic instructions. The simplest 
method is to use an on/off switch, however with a little more thought, a reed switch can provide a 
novel means of activating the light. 
LP.1  Lighting pack - contains battery connector, 6-volt grain of wheat bulb  
  and a two-way switch complete with wiring instructions.   £3.35 
LP.2  Electrical wire - Contains 30cm each red and black electrical wire for 
  extending existing wiring.        £0.55 
LP.4  Bulbs -  Pack of two 6-volt grain of wheat bulbs.     £1.50 
LP.5  1.5v Battery - Fits clock mechanism (MECH.1).     £0.85 
LP.7  Reed switch lighting pack -  Contains reed switch, magnet, 6-volt grain  
  of wheat bulb and battery connector.      £4.25 
LP.8  9-volt battery -  Can be connected straight to the battery connector 
  to provide a compact power source for the bulb.     £1.55 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Left: ‘A Winter’s Glow’ 
  
  This design uses LP.1 lighting pack. 
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INSERTION CLOCKS 
CL.1  65mm Clock movement -  Gold face, roman numerals, brass-coloured                                                        
           bezel. Suitable for ostrich egg. Uses LR.1 battery.    £11.50 
CL.2  65mm Clock movement -  White face, roman numerals, brass-coloured                                                      
           bezel. Suitable for ostrich egg. Uses LR.1 battery.    £11.50 
CL.5  35mm Clock movement -  White face, roman numerals, brass bezel.                                          
  Suitable for goose egg. Shown in FR.3 frame below.    £11.50 
CL.10 25mm Clock movement -  face, roman numerals, brass  bezel.  
  Suitable for smaller than goose egg.        £11.50 
 
Clocks are normally supplied with batteries included.  
For ideas on making clocks, see IN.3, 92 IN.J, and the book  
‘Egg Timepieces’ (BK.3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CL.5 shown above in the clock surround (FR.3). 
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MISCELLANEOUS 
Rather than lose some of our designs which were previously available in wood, we have had 
them reproduced in resin.  
 
RATTLE HANDLES 
A baby’s rattle makes a more reasonably priced alternative to a pram for a Christening gift. 
Simple to make with our specifically designed handles. See IN.F. 
RH.1  Rattle handle. Suitable for a duck egg.      £2.25 
RH.2  Rattle handle. Suitable for a goose egg.      £2.50 
 
BELL HANDLES 
An alternative to metal bell handles, these can be re-painted or glittered. 
BH.1  ‘School bell handle.         £1.95 
BH.2  Ridged bell handle         £1.95 
BH.4  Gold plated ‘coronet top’ bell handle.      £1.70 
 
PERFUME SPRAY 
Create a fully functional perfume bottle from an egg using our perfume spray. These also come in 
really useful when travelling overseas as you can fill them with your favourite perfumes without the 
bulk and weight of the full bottle! 
PF.2  Perfume spray (shown in IN.87)       £5.25 
 
RESIN FINIAL 
Create  beautiful hanging eggs by extending the egg shape with our two-piece resin finial sets. These 
can painted or glittered to suit your design as shown below.  
RF.1  Resin finial set.          £3.25 
 
HAT STAND 
WS.5  Hat stand. 10cm height which makes  this the perfect display stand for  
  a hat or bonnet. Make the brim from a goose egg and the crown from a  
  duck  or guinea fowl egg and decorate  as  lavishly as you dare! (Our  
  buds’n’bows silk trim adds a touch of luxury). See IN.X    £3.50 
 
TEAPOT HANDLES & SPOUTS 
Create your own teapot with our handles and spouts. For ideas on making your own teapots see 
IN.61 and IN.69 instruction sheets. 
TH.1  Teapot handle and spout in plaster for horizontal ostrich egg 
              £3.95 
TH.2  Teapot handle and spout in plaster for upright goose egg.   £4.50 
TH.4  Duck egg teapot handle and spout.       £3.50 
 
PLASTER STAND 
SD.59  Plaster stand.           £2.50 
 
PLASTER BASE 
BA.9  White plaster disc. Ideal for platform - 4cm dia.     £0.25 
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RH.1 
£2.25 

RH.2 
£2.50 

BH.1 
£1.95 

BH.2 
£1.95 

WS.5 
£3.50 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RESIN LIDS 
These beautiful resin lids are perfect for a pot pourri holder. The exquisite outer decoration of RL.1 
matches the Sonie Ames blackberry and wild rose print beautifully. See IN.85 below We also include 
two designs lids for goose eggs created by Linda. RL.3 and 4 supplied white (RL.4 illustrated painted) 
 
 
 

 

RL.1 (emu/rhea egg)       RL.2  (emu/rhea egg) RL.3 (goose)  RL.4  (goose) 
                                           £4.25                   £4.25 

PF.2 
£5.25 

TH.1 
£3.95 

TH.2 
£4.50 

WHB.3 
£4.95 

BA.17 
£4.10 

SD.59 
£2.50 

RF.1 
   £3.25 

RF.1 shown 
used on one 
of the three 
designs in 
‘Christmas 
Trilogy’  
(IN.N) 
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SWAN NECKS 
Fig.54 Swan neck suitable for goose egg.    £3.75 
Fig.55 Swan neck suitable for rhea or ostrich egg.  £8.20 
Fig.56 Swan neck for duck egg .     £3.20 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BASES 
The addition of a base, whether painted, glittered or even a marble finish could make a  
tremendous difference to the completion of your design. It can improve the proportions and 
will certainly improve stability, reducing the risk of your work being damaged. Although  
some of our wooden bases are temporarily unavailable, we still offer a wide range. 
 
MARBLE BASES 
BA.1  Round marble base -  10cm diameter x 0.6cm thick. Please specify  
  pale grey or dark green/grey.        £2.75 
 
PLASTIC BASES 
BA.5  White base -  oval 10 x 7.5cm        £1.95 
BA.6  White base -  6.5cm dia.         £1.95 
BA.7  White base -  octagonal 7cm dia,       £1.95 
BA.8  White base -  8.25cm dia.        £1.95 
BA.11 White tri-round base for larger eggs.      £2.35 
BA.12 White  ‘table mountain’ base. Oval top with stepped sides.   £2.35 
BA.13 White large round base         £2.35 
 
PLASTIC BASE SKIRTS 
These have been designed to increase the diameter and depth of the smaller plastic bases above. 
BSK.1 White base skirt to fit BA.5 (extends size to 11.5 x 9cm)   £0.90 
BSK.2 White base skirt to fit BA.6 (extends diameter to 10cm)   £0.90 
BSK.3 White base skirt to fit BA.8 (extends diameter to 11.5cm)   £0.90 
 
 
MIRROR BASE 
MS.3  Circular mirrored base -  10cm dia.       £3.25 
 
HOLLOW BASE 
Designed to take a musical movement, clock mechanism or lighting pack, this white resin base can easi-
ly be covered with fabric or coloured. 
WHB.3 Barrel-sided hollow base. 10cm diameter.      £4.95 
 
ORIENTAL BASE 
BA.17 Oriental-style base in white resin suitable for an oriental                                                        
  design, such as a pagoda. (See Joan Huff’s pattern J.43)  
  

Fig.54 
£3.75 

Fig.55 
£8.20 
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BROOCHES, LAPEL PINS & KEY RINGS 
These small items can be quickly created into simple gifts using various eggshells as shown in   
‘Quick’n’Easy Gift Ideas with Eggs’ (BK.27) 
B.1  Brooch and presentation box. Cut an oval of eggshell from the centre                                      
  girth of the egg and decorate to your own taste (see below right).  £2.50 
B.2  Lapel pin with oval mount.     DISCONTINUED 
B.5  Lapel pin with small mount. (Attach a filigree to match your egg).  £0.85 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FRAMES 
FR.1  Oval frame with butterfly. (Un-plated)      £3.20 
FR.2  Oval frame with flowers. (Un-plated)      £3.20 
FR.3  Gold plated clock surround suitable for 35mm clock (CL.5).   £1.95  REDUCED 
 
 
 
HANDLES 
UH.1  Urn handles. Un-plated         £1.95 
 
 
 

B.1  B.2     B.4 

FR.3  

FR.1   FR.2 
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       SD. 138©    £5.10    SD.139©   £2.00  SD.140© £2.00 
       40mm              8mm                                 5mm                                        

      SD.133© £6.20                 SD.135©  £5.10  SD.136©   £4.25      SD.137©   £4.25 
          45mm                                     65mm                         30mm                                   42mm              

 SD.128©  £4.70                               SD.129©   £2.20   SD.131© £5.10 
      42mm                                               7mm                                               45 mm                                                       

         SD.124© £2.65                SD.125©   £3.70             SD.126©  £3.90    
                               20mm                                   30mm                             50mm                                                    

G G 

G 
G 

O 

G/D 

G G 
G 

G 

G 

D/

D/Q 
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      SD.153© £3.20        SD.154©     £3.70                          SD.155©   £11.65 
  

     SD.149© £4.70  SD.150© £1.70                          SD.151© £3.30     SD.152©   £4.25 
     82mm                          20mm                                     37mm                                     28mm                               

      SD.145©    SD.146©    £2.30               SD.147©   £4.25     SD.148©  £3.70 
      52mm                           8mm                                20mm                                         30mm                              

  SD.141©  £ 3.80               SD.142© £2.20                 SD.143©  £4.25         SD.144©   £3.90 
            40mm                                15mm                                 60mm with centre            30mm           
                                                                                                   hole for wiring   

G G 

G 

G G 

G 

G 

G 

G G/D 

G 

G 

G 

G 

G 

O 
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 SD.156© £3.20          SD.157©  £4.25         SD.158©   £4.25            SD.159©  £4.00 
          20mm                                                55mm                        70mm                               63mm                               

     SD.160©  £4.80     SD.161©               SD.162©    £4.00    SD.163©  
     52mm                                       58mm                      48mm                            47mm               

           SD.164© £3.70      SD.165©     £2.80     SD.169©    £4.25 
           45mm       8mm                                60mm                         

G 

G 

G 

G 
D 

G/D 

G 

G 

G 

G 

G 

           SD.170© £6.50             SD.171©     £6.50        SD.190©     
  40mm                 57mm        340mm 

O 
O 

G 
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           SD172.©    £9.40                   SD.173©  £9.40                 SD.174©  £9.40 
                68mm                                           94mm                                                100mm 

                                                                              SD. 167©        £29.50  
                                                                              90mm 

                      SD.175©   £4.25     SD.184©     £4.85 
    35mm      30mm 

G 

O 

O 

O O 

G 

O 
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 BS.1  £1.50   BS.2  £2.50    BS.3  £2.95 
 5.5cm dia.    H. 4.5cm     H. 5.7cm 

 BS.4  £3.50   BS.5 
 £3.95    BS.36 £4.95 

         BS.7   £5.50       BS.8  £7.00 
  H. 4.5cm       H. 4.8cm 13.5cm dia. at base 

BISQUE STANDS 
These stands are made from ceramic bisque and can be painted and embellished in a variety of ways 
to suit your design. We recommend that you paint the stands (underneath as well as on the visible  
surfaces) with a self-sealing paint (i.e. not a matt finish). Bisque will naturally absorb moisture if   
untreated, so placing it on a wooden surface may draw moisture from the wood and leave a mark. 
You can use any of our paint and ink range to colour the stand. On those with more texture, try 
drybrushing the stand to match the colour of your egg to create a more uniform design. This is 
achieved by painting on a base coat, then using a stiff brush, dip in a second colour. Dab the brush 
onto kitchen towel to remove the bulk of the moisture and then flick it very quickly over the stand, 
skimming the surface so that the colour just catches on the textured areas to highlight them. Try using 
black paint as a base and drybrushing over with Halo Blue Gold Lumière paint. The end result will 
match an emu egg as the green element of the paint rises to the top with a fine powdering of gold. 
Stunning!        (Especially when you use the same technique on your filigrees). 
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ALL BISQUE STANDS DISCONTIN

UED DUE TO     
 

SUPPLY DIFFIC
ULTIES 



FABRICS 
Please note that fabric availability is governed by fashion styles and not all colours may be available 
at all times. 
MAT.1 Polyester selection pack -  Ten different colours of poly satin, each approx.  
  23 x 30.5cm, each piece sufficient to line one goose egg. Ideal for beginners  
  as a starter pack.          £5.75 
MAT.2 Polyester satin fabric -  Each piece approx. 30.5 x 46cm, sufficient for  
  lining two goose eggs. Choose from white, cream, lemon, peach, pale  
  pink, pale blue, sapphire, lilac, pale  gold, red or emerald.   £1.25 per piece 
MAT.3 Panné velvet -  A stretch fabric with a rich look. Greta for the ’wrinkly  
  bag’ lining.  Each piece 30.5 x 46cm. Choose from white, champagne,  
  lemon, pale pink, pale blue, lilac, turquoise, cerise, green, midnight blue,  
  purple, emerald and red.         £1.95 per piece 
MAT.4 Crystal chiffon -  This beautiful chiffon with a sparkle is ideal for covering  
  small cut-work in eggs or for creating small cushions for a figurine to sit  
  upon. Each piece is approx. 30.5 x 46cm. Choose from white, cream, lemon,  
  peach, pink, lilac, pale blue, silver grey or pale gold.      £1.25 per piece 
MAT.5 Mesh -  Available in gold, silver or iridescent white, this fabric will cover  
  the egg in panels.  Approx. 30.5 x 46cm. Great for Christmas or bridal  
  designs.           £1.25 per piece 
MAT.6 Lȃmé -  Silver or gold metallic fabric. Great for Christmas. Approx.  
  23 x 23cm.           £1.25 per piece 
MAT.8 Bridal Lace - A heavy cotton lace wonderful for enhancing with Japanese  
  silk, no-hole and flat-back pearls as in the ‘Crinoline Lady’ (IN.72) and  
  ‘Lace Delight’ (IN.103). Choose from white or cream. Approx.23 x  
  30.5cm           £2.25 per piece 
MAT.9 Lace panel in brown-gold. The motifs can be used to embellish your eggs.  
  Four motifs of this quality lace per pack.      £1.00 per pack 
MKIT.1 Smocking kit -  Learn how to make smocked pearl-trimmed linings for  
  your eggs. Kit contains instructions, prepared fabric and 250 pearls. £6.75 
 
Other fabrics such as brocades and oriental fabrics may be available from time to time. Please ask us 
if we have anything different in stock. We have limited stock of self-adhesive moiré taffeta in pale 
peach , pink and soft green. 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
  

 
There are  many different techniques for lining 
eggs, many of which are featured in our ‘Tips and 
Hints and much, much more’ book (BK.12).  
Do not view fabric as just a medium for lining the 
egg.... fabric applied to the outside of the shell can 
create amazing effects, particularly if embellished 
with fine threads , tiny pearls or stones. Just look at 
the picture , left, of Mat.8 shown on ‘The Crinoline  
Lady’, embellished with gold Japanese silk, flat-
back boutons and no-hole pearls. 
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BRAIDS 
Over the years, we have seen favourite braids coming and going. We have always tried to  
offer a wide range of products and often we have had braids especially made in order to 
maintain supply or offer something more interesting than the ‘everyday’ braids. We have a 
very wide range of braids for larger eggs and an extensive collection of lurex cords for finer 
work. In some instances we are able to offer full reels of braids at a reduced price. 
 
BR.1  Flat picot braid. White/gold, gold, ecru/gold, antique gold, £0.25/metre 
  white/silver, pink/gold, blue/gold, aqua/gold, lilac/gold, 
  emerald/gold , red/gold, burgundy/gold, black/gold. 
BR.2  Flat eyelash braid in white, cream. pale pink, pink, lilac, 
                 pale blue, royal blue, red, emerald.     £0.25/metre 
BR.3  Single looped braid in gold, gold/white, silver, silver/white. £0.38/metre 
BR.4  Fine cord, slightly flat. Gold or silver.    £0.15/metre 
BR.5  Medium round cord. Gold or silver.     £0.28/metre 
BR.6  Thick round cord. Gold or silver.     £0.28/metre 
BR.7  Fine flat braid. Gold.       £0.24/metre 
BR.8  Medium flat braid. Gold or silver.     £0.25/metre 
BR.10 Scroll braid. White/gold, cream/gold, pink/gold,  
  pale blue/gold, purple/gold, dusky rose/gold, red/gold, 
  olive/gold.          £0.95/metre 
BR.11 Flat braid. White or cream with gold centre thread.  
  This is so popular that, in spite of price increases, we have  
  decided to keep stocking it.      £0.90/metre 
BR.12 Beautiful gold edging for larger eggs. We have this made  
  especially and can now offer green/gold in addition to 
  blue/gold, purple/gold, pink/gold and red/gold.   £1.00/metre 
BR.14 Rayon edging braid with a lustre finish. White, cream, 
  pale pink, pink, lilac, pale blue and red.    £0.35/metre 
BR.16 Beautiful matt cord with a gold spiral thread. White,  
  pale pink, pale blue, gold, red, lilac, emerald, burgundy, 
  black.         £0.16/metre 
BR.19 Flat braid with coloured interlacing. Gold/white,  
  gold/red, antique gold/white, antique gold/cream, 
  antique gold/red, antique gold/rose.     £0.75/metre 
BR.22 Single loop edge braid. Gold, black/gold (antique), 
  copper.         £1.30/metre 
BR.23 Double loop edge braid. Gold, black/gold (antique), 
  copper.         £1.60/metre 
BR.31 Larger looped braid. Pale antique gold with a thread of  
  either soft green, cream or dusky rose.    £0.85/metre 
BR.32 Herringbone braid. Bold colour mixes of black/gold, 
  blue/gold and dark rose-red/gold.     £0.30/metre 
BR.33 Larger metallic looped braid. A fabulous range of  
  colours …. Gold, white/gold, rose/gold, red/gold,  
  blue/gold, brown-gold, antique gold, steel or silver.  £0.75/metre 
BR.34a Ultra-fine flat braid. Non-fray. Gold only.    £0.10/metre 
BR.34b Fine flat braid. Non-fray. Gold or silver.    £0.10/metre 
BR.35 Fine crochet-edge braid. Gold, brown-gold, silver or 
  antique gold.        £0.28/metre 
BR.36 Fine round cord. Gold or silver.     £0.15/metre 
BR.37 Extra-fine round cord.  Gold.      £0.15/metre 
BR.40 Double-edged fine crochet-edge braid, Colours as BR.35 £0.50/metre 
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SEA-LIFE ACCESSORIES 
SH.1  Pink ‘blossom’ shells. These beautiful tiny pink shells are the size  
  of a baby’s finger nail and make the most adorable little flowers as 
  shown below. Joan Huff has used these in many of her designs.   £1.50/pack 
SH.2  Gar scales. Choose from red or green. These fish scales can be  
  made into flowers such as poinsettia.      £0.95/pack 
SH.3  Miniature sea horse. Up to 2.5cm, these will enhance your                                                        
  nautical-themed eggs.         £1.25 each 
SH.4  Miniature starfish. Up to 2.5cm.       £1.25/2 pieces 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

STRUNG PEARLS and PEARL ACCESSORIES  
In the last year, the manufacturer of our pearl products has doubled the price, admittedly 
for the first time in ten years. We therefore have no alternative but to pass on the increase, 
however these items are a very good quality, with the strung pearls being more flexible are 
more closely strung than cheaper inferior products.  
P.1  Strung pearls. Available in white, cream, pale pink, pale blue,  
  lilac, lemon, peach, pale green and aqua.     £1.80/metre 
 
Finishing touches can make all the difference to your work. Use our pearl boutons (half 
pearls) and no-hole pearls to add that extra touch. Shown right applied over self-adhesive 
tape lattice design. 
PA.1  3mm Pearl Boutons     £0.85/10 
PA.2  4mm Pearl Boutons     £0.85/10 
PA.3  5mm Pearl Boutons     £0.85/10 
 
 
 
 
 
When ordering PA.4 coloured no-hole pearls, please make sure that 
you order enough for your project as colour matching may prove 
difficult. 
PA.4  1.5mm No-hole pearls (colours as for P.1 above)   £1.95/100 
PA.5  2mm No-hole pearls, white       £2.05/100 
PA.6  3mm No-hole pearls, white       £2.15/100 
PA.7  4mm No-hole pearls, white       £1.75/50 
PA.8  5mm No-hole pearls, white       £2.25/50 
PA.9  6mm No-hole pearls, white       £3.00/50 
PA.10 7mm No-hole pearls, white       £0.75/10 
PA.11 8mm No-hole pearls, white       £1.05/10 
PA.13 Pearl dropper, white, cream, lemon, peach, mint, aqua, 
  lilac, pale blue or pink.       £0.30 each 
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Filigrees can be used in many exciting ways to create different effects… 
Don’t be afraid to play with your materials before putting them on your eggs… 

Sometimes just throwing things together in a box will bring colours together 
which you may never have considered before…. 
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CHAINS 
CH.1  Gold-coloured neck chain -  slender chain, 44cm long.   £0.95 
CH.2  Silver-coloured neck chain -  slender chain, 44cm long.  £0.95 
CH.3  Black-coloured neck chain -  slender chain, 44cm long.  £0.95 
 

CRYSTALS and RHINESTONE 
STONES 
CR.1  Small pin-head crystals -  ss.5 size. Use for petit point work 
  or simply to highlight the centre of a flower or finding. 
  Crystal     Peridot  Blue Zircon 
  Crystal AB (aurora)   Olivine  Fuchsia 
  Jonquil     Emerald  
  Topaz     Amethyst 
  Aquamarine    Light Amethyst 
  Light Sapphire    Light Rose 
  Sapphire     Rose 
  Siam      Jet     £2.75/100 
CR.25 Flat-back crystals -  ss.7 size. Colours as above.    £2.95/100 
CR.18 Flat-back crystals -  ss.12 size. Colours as above.   £3.25/100 
CR.2  Flat-back stones -  4.5mm dia. Colours as above.   £0.10 each 
 
RHINESTONE CHAIN 
We are now supplying our rhinestone chain in pp.14 size (referred to by most people as the 
finer chain). Our customers seem to prefer this size. We are also amending our colour ranges 
due to the high minimums now required by the manufacturers.  Please check colour       
availability with us. 
CR.3  Rhinestone chain, pp.14. Facetted stones set in a gold- plated chain. Choose from crystal 
(gold or silver-plated), rose, amethyst, violet (pale lilac), chrysolite (pale green), siam (red), sapphire, 
emerald, light smokey topaz.     
  Mixed colour rhinestone chain, pp.14. Facetted stones set 
  in a gold-plated chain. We have had some of these colour 
  mixes especially made. Jonquil/pale amethyst, blue zircon/
  aquamarine, light multi.    £10.50/metre 
 
 
 
 
   
  
   
  
 
 
 
GEMSAI KIT 
CRKIT.1 Crystal gemsai tree kit. Contains crystal droppers,  
  beading wire, base and beading tool. Finished tree 
  shown right in ‘Summer Roses’.  £6.50 
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CRYSTAL ACCESSORIES 
CR.5  Rhinestone cage top. Crystal,  
  siam, sapphire, rose., amethyst, 
  pale amethyst, jonquil, peridot.
      £4.25 each 
CR.22 Rhinestone flower-shaped top with 
  crystal stone centre. Crystal AB 
  (aurora), rose, sapphire, emerald, 
  siam, light multi, jonquil.  
      £2.50 each 
CR.6  Lead crystal dropper, 8 x 10mm. Crystal AB, siam, jet, rose.  £0.50 each 
CR.7  Lead crystal dropper, 9 x 18mm. Crystal AB, siam, jet, rose, 
  amethyst, emerald, sapphire, aquamarine, peridot, jonquil.  £0.90 each 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
       
     
            
CR.21 Crystal rondelle. 8mm dia.       £0.60 each 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
EMBELLISHMENTS 
Sometimes we come across items which we know you will love to add those extra little     
touches to your work.  
  
   
PE.2 Embroidered motifs.  Apply these motifs to your egg  and either cord around them with 
 Japanese silk or bead the egg as shown right in Marcia Robbins’ beautiful design.  £5.95 
 
  

 CR.5    CR.22 

 CR.6  CR.7 

 CR.21 
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BEADS and ACCESSORIES 
Beading on eggs is becoming even more popular nowadays and we have been investigating 
the different products which are available. There is little point in trying to compete with the 
big bead suppliers and their massive colour ranges. We have, however, managed to find 
some items not widely available which lend themselves beautifully to work on shells. The 
best glue to use for beading is Gem-Tack (see glue pages). 
BD.1  Brass beading wire, 34 gauge spool. Use to make gemsai                                                                      
  trees as well as for beading.    £2.00 
BD.2  Micro beads. 1mm no-hole beads for the most detailed 
  beading work.  Available in pearl white, black, taupe,  
  russet, dusky pink, mauve, pale peach, light green, teal or 
  light teal. More colours will be added to the range as they 
  become available.      £1.95/ pack 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BD.3  Beaded spray. Shown above used with filigrees etc.   
          £0.40/spray 
BD.4  Beading mat. Grabs the beads as they drop onto the mat.   £2.00 
BD.5  Beading tool and tray. A brilliant tool which picks up the  
                    bead as soon as it is touched. Place pinhead crystals in 
                    special tray and shake gently to turn all the crystals the                          
  right way up for ease of use. Complete with cleaning pad.   £12.25 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
T.28  Tweezer scoop. The tweezers can be used in the normal way,  
           and the opposite has a handy little scoop which is really useful               
  when working with beads or glittering your eggs.  £3.05 
 
 
 
 
 
         

BD.3 
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BD.13 Drop-shaped cloisonné beads. Choose from copper or green.   £0.70 
BD.14 Round cloisonné beads.         £0.55 
BD.15 Oval  cloisonné beads.         £0.65 
BD.16 8mm Iridescent beads         £1.00 
BD.17 12mm Iridescent beads         £1.38 
 

We have a small selection of beads which can be used to 
create tops and even stands for smaller eggs, simply by 
threading onto headpins or fine brass rod. We have   
included some ideas below. 

BD13  

BD14  BD.15  

BD.16

BD.17
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COLD PORCELAIN ITEMS 
When I first started egg decorating, flowers were made with a bread dough paste -  a  
mixture of white PVA glue, glycerine, lemon juice, white paint and breadcrumbs. Im-
agine the mess you got into blending it into a smooth paste! Things have really changed 
since then with the advent of cold porcelain paste. We have created some items for you 
to purchase ready-made, but if you fancy having a go yourself, we have taken the ad-
vice of some of the top exponents in the field and now have a magnificent selection of 
products for you. 
 
READY-MADE ITEMS 
PP.1  Mini blossoms and leaf pack. 100 pieces. Available in pink, 
  peach, lilac, lemon or blue.        £2.00/pack 
PP.2  Rose leaf pack. 15 pieces, white.       £2.00/pack 
PP.3  Ivy leaf pack. 15 pieces, white.       £2.00/pack 
PP.4  Holly leaf pack. 15 pieces, white.       £2.00/pack 
PP.5  Mini butterflies. Pack of four in pastel shades.     £1.25/pack 
PP.6  Mini dragonflies. Pack of four.       £1.25/pack 
PP.7  Medium butterfly, 2.5cm. Pastel shades. New style.    £1.00 each 
PP.8  Large butterfly, 3.5cm. Pastel shades.      £1.55 each 
PP.9  Large dragonfly, 4cm. Bright blue.       £1.55 each 
PP.10  Large dragonfly. New style as shown on front cover design,   £2.05 each 
PP.25  Cold porcelain roses -  pack of ten with ‘buds’n’bits’ in 
  shades of pink, lilac, peach, lemon or blue.  If you prefer a more 
  subtle colouring, we now offer white, cream, palest pink, palest lilac,  
  palest  peach, palest blue and palest aqua      £3.60/pack 
PP.27  Large cold porcelain rose. Can be used to trim the base of the 
  stand or nestle into a lining. Pink, peach, lilac, lemon or blue.  £0.80 each 
PP.29  Micro flower pack. Ten clusters of self-adhesive porcelain micro  
  roses to embellish your  designs. Three colour-ways -  black and  
  white only while stocks last. See page 84 for photograph.   £3.95/pack 
PP.30  ‘Shabby chic’ collection. Pack of flat-back flowers which can easily 
  be  used to decorate either the inside or outside of the egg.   £3.50/pack 



 PP.1  £2.00         PP.2      £2.00       PP.3     £2.00 

 PP.4  £2.00    PP.5      £1.25               PP.6     £1.25       PP.7     £1.00 

        PP.8     £1.55    PP.9      £1.55         PP.10     £2.05 

 PP.25    £3.60    PP.27      £0.80 each     PP.30     £3.50 
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COLD PORCELAIN PASTE and EQUIPMENT 
PP.24  Cold Porcelain paste - 250g pack. The shrinkage rate on this  
  air-drying paste is approximately 17%, which means that work    
  can be carried out o a very small scale. Always keep the paste 
  tightly wrapped in a sealed bag and do not store in the refrigerator.  
 ` The paste can be coloured before or after use using oil paints, inks,  
  acrylics or art powders. Colouring the paste with white paint prior  
  to adding a colour will give an opaque finish, whereas applying colour  
  directly into the paste will give an insipid, translucent finish. Make  
  sure that your hands are perfectly clean before use and work with a  
  small  amount of paste at a time, as it does dry out quite quickly. More  
  information is available in Shirley Willis’s book or on DVD.   £5.95 
T.40  Rolling pin. A useful point at one end of the pin for opening 
  up the throats of flowers.        £3.50 
T.46  Micro veiner pad. Creates the veining for four different 
  small leaves. Roll out the paste, press onto the veiner and use a  
  cutter to cut the leaf shape.        £6.95 
T.56  12-piece tool set. Still good value for money,  this set contains  
  double-ended tools for making flowers.      £4.95 
T.55  Modelling pad.          £7.80scsc 
T.65  Flower wires. 23 gauge flower wires covered in green paper.   £2.25 
 
 
MINI FLOWER CUTTERS 
These mini flower cutters are an ideal size with which to learn flower-making tech-
niques. If you are a beginner and not sure which to start with, contact us and we can 
recommend the cutters which are multi-functional and will prove most useful. 
SC.1  Rose leaf cutter -  2 sizes.        £4.85 
SC.2  Snowdrop cutter          £2.35 
SC.3  Daffodil cutter - 2 pieces        £3.80 
SC.4  Primrose cutter          £3.20 
SC.5  Blossom cutter -  2 sizes         £4.05 
SC.6  Holly leaf cutter          £2.70 
SC.7  Calyx cutter -  2 sizes         £5.35 
SC.8  Rose petal cutter -  2 sizes        £2.35 
SC.9  Mini ivy cutter          £2.90 
SC.10  Pointed ivy cutter          £2.95 
SC.11  Poinsettia cutter -  2 sizes        £2.95 
SC.12  Iris cutter– 3 pieces         £4.65 
SC.13  Small heart cutter         £2.00 
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MICRO FLOWER CUTTERS 
These are the tiniest cutters and combined with the shrinkage rate of the paste, will 
create the most exquisite flowers. 
SC.14  Alstroemeria  - 2 pieces         £4.05 
SC.15  Blossom           £4.40 
SC.16  Briar rose           £3.05 
SC.17  Calyx/ jasmine/ stephanotis        £5.10 
SC.18  Campion/ primrose         £5.10 
SC.19  Carnation           £4.05 
SC.20  Daffodil/ freesia          £4.05 
SC.21  Holly            £3.05 
SC.22  Ivy            £4.05 
SC.23  Leaf            £1.55 
SC.24  Orchid -  2 pieces          £5.90 
SC.25  Sweet pea -  2 pieces         £5.15 
 
MIDI FLOWER CUTTERS 
These cutters sit in between the two previous sizes. 
SC.26  Iris cutter -  2 pieces         £7.95 
SC.27  Vine leaf cutter -  2 pieces        £7.95 
SC.28  Fuchsia cutter -  2 pieces        £7.95 
SC.39  Bluebell cutter          £3.60 
SC.40  Violet flower and leaf -  2 pieces       £9.50  
 
PLUNGER CUTTERS 
We are now stocking a selection of plunger cutters to make life a little easier. They will 
complement  the mini cutter sizes. Simply roll out the paste, cut the shape you require, 
then place onto the palm of your hand or a modelling pad and press down the plunger 
to eject the flower or leaf shape from the cutter, while at the same time giving it some 
shape. The leaves also combine a veiner with the cutter. Imagine the fun you can have 
making your own      butterflies as well. 
SC.30  Butterfly veiner cutter. 30mm        £3.70 
SC.31  Marguerite (daisy) cutter. 13mm       £3.70 
SC.32  Blossom plunge cutter.          £3.70 
SC.33  Ivy leaf plunge veiner cutter         £3.70 
SC.34  Rose leaf plunge veiner cutter .       £3.70 
SC.35  Triple holly leaf cutter.         £3.70  
SC.36  Holly leaf plunge veiner cutter.        £3.70 
SC.37  Dove plunger cutter         £3.70 
 

 
 
 Butterflies and  leaves shown left were created using 
 the plunger cutters above. 
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ROCK POOL and ACCESSORIES 
RP.1  Rock pool with a granite-like textured finish and a good 
  indentation at one side to take an upright goose egg. The  
  illustration shows the rock pool trimmed up by Shirley 
  Willis as described in her book on cold porcelain work.   £3.35 
RP.2  Fountain kit. Create an ornamental fountain to go inside  
  your egg or to trim the rock pool. Contains instructions 
  and basic materials (finial, dish, fishing line, water lily 
  and lily pad). Requires clear bath sealant or silicone to 
  complete.           £2.85 
FG.7  Water plants pack. Contains water lily, lily pads, 
  bulrushes and leaves. Makes a wonderful accessory 
  to our rock pool as illustrated.       £4.50 
 
Tips:  Use Scenic Water in our rock pool to create a realistic effect (see p.99).  
  Embed tiny strands of reindeer moss in the water. These will look like pond 
  weed. Use sniglets to give the effect of rock plants around the edges of the 
  pool. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BOOKS AND DVD’S 
We are very privileged to have a wonderful book which is available exclusively through 
us, as it was written by my good friend Shirley Willis. Shirley is one of the country’s 
leading lights in the world of cold porcelain work and can also be seen demonstrating 
her skills on our exclusive DVD. Step-by-step directions are included for many flowers 
and we stock the cutters you need for the different designs. 
BK.25 ‘The Magic of Cold Porcelain’ by Shirley Willis. Contains 
  projects and many colour illustrations. (61 pages).    £14.95 
DVD.2 ‘Making cold porcelain flowers’ by Shirley Willis. Now on DVD 
  in place of the double CD. Highly informative.     £7.50 
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THE TOOLS OF THE TRADE 
If you are a beginner to egg decorating, you will find that a tool collection can be built up 
gradually. The essential pieces of equipment for the serious egger are the drill and the egg 
marker. If maintained properly, these should give years of service. Do not forget that drill 
bits need replacing fairly regularly if you are to get the best results. We will be happy to give 
advice on which burrs to use and have produced an information sheet which we will send out 
on request. 
DRILLS and DRILL BITS 
 
T.1  Minicraft drill & transformer, 30,000 rpm. Supplied in a carry case  with  
  some engraving burrs. Cutting discs for eggcraft should be purchased from  
  the selection below. Please note, we now carry a drill which can be used  
  specifically in the USA. Please apply for price of US drill.    £38.50 
T.2  Diamond cutting disc (long shaft) 6mm. Use for most cut work.   £6.50 
T.3  Diamond cutting disc (long shaft) 8mm. Use for larger eggs.    £8.30 
T.4  Diamond cutting disc (long shaft) 3.5mm. Use for tiny cuts, tight curves 
  Or making slots for threaded ribbon work.      £5.65 
T.5  Tungsten carbide pilot hole burr. Use to make an initial opening in the egg 
  when doing filigree work. This reduces the wear and tear on the tip of the  
                    diamond flame burr which is used for all the shaping.     £1.85 
T.6  Diamond flame burr. Use this burr like a pencil to work around  
                   intricate patterns on the shell where a disc is too large to cope with.                                    
  Never use the point to drill straight into the shell.     £2.40 
T.7  Tungsten carbide burr for air drill.       £2.60 
T.8  Diamond flame burr for air drill.       £1.90 
T.9  Diamond cutting disc for air drill. 3.5mm or 6mm.    £6.10 
T.11  Flying saucer burr for Minicraft drill. Will cut a petal shape by 
  sinking at right angles into the shell and lifting straight out again. 
   A. Small          £3.50 
   B. Medium          £4.35 
   C. Jumbo          £5.75 
T.12  Cone shaped burr for drilling blow holes or making regular circular  
  patterns.            £6.60 
T.24  The ‘Linda Martin Special’. This burr is used in the same way as the   
  flying saucer burr and creates a half petal opening.    £5.95 
T.32  Collet set for use with Minicraft drill. This replaces the adjustable  
                   collet when the springs weaken.        £4.50 
T.58  Whitestone burr for engraving (Minicraft).      £2.05 
T.59  Greenstone burr for engraving (Minicraft).      £2.05 
T.60  Ball end burr for engraving 1mm (Minicraft).     £3.15 
T.60a Ball end burr for engraving 1.6mm (Minicraft).     £3.15 
T.60b Ball end burr for engraving 2.1mm (Minicraft).     £3.15 
T.60c Ball end burr for engraving 2.7mm (Minicraft).     £3.30 
T.60d Ball end burr for engraving 4.5mm (Minicraft).     £7.00 
T.61  Greenstone burr for air drill.        £2.70 
T.62  Whitestone burr for air drill.        £2.70 
T.63  Greenstone ball end burr for Minicraft.       £2.70 
T.64  Arkansas (whitestone) ball end burr for Minicraft.    £2.70 
T.66  Arkansas (whitestone) teardrop end burr for Minicraft.   £2.70 
T.68  Greenstone teardrop end burr for Minicraft.     £2.70 
 
T.38  Pin Vice. A double-ended tool for holding engraving burrs 
  for manual carving.      £9.00 
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AIR DRILL & COMPRESSOR 
The high speed of an air drill greatly reduces the vibration of the drill bit against the shell 
when doing intricate cut work. It does, however, require a steady hand as it reacts to the 
slightest movement that you make. Once you have mastered its use, you will cut the egg just 
like a hot knife cuts through butter. An air tool is operated by compressed air which forces 
the drill bit to rotate at very high speed. It can only be used with an air compressor and it is 
important that the correct air pressure is supplied or the handpiece may be damaged beyond 
repair. The correct operating pressure for our handpiece is between 32-35 p.s.i. The drill  
rotates as the air flows into the handpiece, hitting the minute fan-like blades of the turbine 
causing them to spin at high speed. The turbine rotates the drill bit and the air exhausts 
through the back of the handpiece. We strongly recommend that you purchase the handpiece 
and compressor from us to ensure that the two are compatible.  
If you require further information, please contact us during office hours on 01253 702703. 
 
AIR DRILL HANDPIECE.  Supplied in a case with a starter bottle of air line oil  
and an easy-to-use chuck. Regular oiling is simplified with our quick-release adaptor. Spare 
parts are readily available and the handpiece comes with a 6 month manufacturer’s  
warranty.              £135.00 
 
COMPRESSOR. This is supplied with a foot control making it easier to use.   £230.00 
 
DRILL BITS FOR AIR DRILL. See previous page. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DUST EXTRACTOR 
Most of us do not realise how much dust is created when we are drilling and how much can 
be breathed in. Precautions such as wearing a good quality mask (available from all  
hardware stores) should be taken, but nothing works as efficiently as a good dust extractor. 
We have finally found an efficient, compact and reasonably-priced extractor which is far  
superior to any previously available to egg decorators. ‘Fantastic’ is the word used by one of 
our customers after she had used the extractor. She could not believe how much dust was 
trapped on the filter and retained by the extractor (not thrown out of the back).  

 
         We now stock the latest design which has 
 a tilting mechanism and a drop in filter 
 which is much easier to fit. £69.00 
 
 
  Shown here with the T.1 
  Minicraft drill to give an idea of  
  the compact size. 
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SCISSORS and TWEEZERS 
A good sharp, pointed pair of scissors is absolutely essential. Keep a pair specifically for cut-
ting braid and never use them on card. I tie a little cord around the sharpest pair to avoid 
using them by mistake. For some people, tweezers are a ‘must’ and we have some different 
styles available. 
T.13       Straight embroidery scissors. Extremely fine and sharp to     
       the tip and with a protective cap. Once you have tried them            
       you’ll never let anyone else use them!          £3.70 
T.15       Watchmaker’s straight tweezers. Very fine with an accurate  
       grip.                £5.25 
T.16       Watchmaker’s curved tweezers. Very fine with an accurate  
       grip.                   £5.25 
T.28        Tweezer scoop. This is one of the most useful gadgets we  
       have seen recently. The tweezers can be used in the normal  
       way, and the opposite end has a handy little scoop which is          
       really useful when glittering your eggs.         £3.05   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EGG HOLDERS  
T.18     This egg holder has a single rod which 
     then slides completely through the egg  
     to hold  it in place while you paint. 
       £3.95 
 
 
 
T.69     Egg cosy. Such a simple idea, this mini 
     bean bag will hold any shape or size of 
     egg steady while you work.  
       £4.95 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GLUE BOTTLES 
This reduces the mess of applying glue with a toothpick. 
T.23  Plastic Glue Bottle with fine metal tip producing a very fine line of glue.  
  Keep  topped up for ease of use.         £2.55 
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PAINT BRUSHES & SPONGE APPLICATORS 
A word about the use of brushes.... If you are using acrylic paint, you should be using an 
acrylic brush. Makes sense doesn’t it? So many people buy sable brushes as they are  
convinced that they are expensive and are therefore the best choice, however an acrylic 
brush will place the paint where you want it, not where it ends up. Our brushes are very  
reasonably priced and will do the job. 
 
T.17a Round acrylic brush. Choose from sizes 1 (finest), 3, 5 or 8.  £1.35 
T.17b Flat acrylic brush. Choose from sizes 4, 8, 10 or 12.   £1.35 
T.21  Paint sponge. A fine textured sponge to dab the paint onto the 
  egg to produce an even finish. (See explanation under ‘Paints’. £0.95 
T.22  Stick Sponge. This reduces the build-up of paint on the fingers! £0.75 
 



SMALL TOOLS 
T.25  Drape stick. Use to make pompoms with silk or organdie ribbons.  
  New style with resin handle.        £2.25 
T.26  Hooked Beading tool. Use to twist up beading wire to make gemsai  
  trees  or beaded flowers. New style with resin handle.    £2.25 
T.27  Platform gauge. An invaluable tool for taking the guesswork out of  
  cutting platforms to fit inside your egg.      £1.80 
T.35  Yellow or black indelible marker pen.      £2.95 
T.40  Rolling pin. Pointed at one end.       £3.50 
T.48  Adjustable bow maker. Allows you to make pompoms of differing  
  size.  Includes instructions and one metre each of silk and organdie 
  ribbon to start you off.         £2.50 
T.52  Vernier. This device can be used to measure the inside diameter of 
  a hinged ring and then find the correctly-sized egg to accurately  
  position the cutting line. Each vernier comes with instructions for  
  sizing a hinged ring.      
    £5.00 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
T.54    Carbide sticks for roughening hinges to assist in sticking.    £3.05  
T.55  Modelling pad. A high density foam pad for shaping and modelling  
  flowers from paste or paper. Integral holes enable deep-throated  
  flowers such as lilies to be made more easily.     £7.80 
T.56  12-piece Tool Set. Superb value for money, this tool set contains the 
  basic tools with which to model your flowers.     £4.95 
T.30  Wire cutters          £5.95 
T.31  Side cutters           £5.95 
T.67   Battery-operated eraser. Ideal for removing pencil lines from a cut egg as the gently    
  rotating head just brushes against the shell without exerting any pressure.  
  Requires two AAA batteries. Also ideal for working on parchment paper.    
             £4.05 
 
 
 
 
T.19  Egg blowing pump.  Take the effort out of 
blowing eggs. £5.95               
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Using the jem egg marker 

 
 
 

Linda Martin  

 

EGG MARKERS 
Although we manufacture the Jem Egg Marker ourselves, we are still offering the other 
marker currently being made in the UK. We are able to offer our own books on the use of 
both egg markers to assist you in learning the more detailed techniques for marking. 
 
EM.3  The Large Jem Egg Marker. The Jem will mark verticals, horizontals  
  and vertical lines, creating grids to form the basis of many other designs 
  such as lattice markings, spirals etc. The large Jem is the better buy 
  as it will mark from a quail right up to an ostrich egg. The techniques 
  are easily mastered.         £36.95 
EM.4  Oval Marking attachment. This device clips to the frame of the Jem 
  Marker to enable ovals to be marked more easily.     £4.95 
EM.5  Spare scribe for the Jem Marker.        £7.95  
EM.6  The Small Jem Egg Marker. The more portable version of the large 
  Jem, this marker will take from a quail up to a large goose egg.  £32.00 
T.13  Spare pencil for Jem marker.        £0.75  
 
BK.2  The Jem Egg Marker - a Practical Guide to its Use. This is the  
  definitive guide to the use of the marker and contains ten sets of  
  patterns as well as step-by-step instructions.     £9.50 
BK.5  Understanding the Mark-it. Another guide to making sense of marking 
  with step-by-step instructions and ten sets of patterns.  (Please note the    
  Mark-It marker is no longer available, but the patterns in this book can    
  easily be adapted to work with the Jem Marker.     £10.95 
DVD.1 Using the Jem Egg Marker -  a visual guide to inspire and instruct. £5.00 
  

Large and small Jem Markers 
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GLUES  
Using the correct glue for components makes all the difference. If you are unsure of 
which is suitable for your requirements, then talk to us for advice. Guidelines for use 
are given below. Please note.. We still have stock of GL.7, but Aleene’s have a new 
‘Fast Grab Tacky Glue’ (GL.6) which appears to have replaced the GL.7. 
Gl.1  Devcon epoxy glue. Use this two-part glue for all metal components. 
  Use for securing hinges, filigrees and for attaching eggs to stands. 
  28g size           £ 6.00 
GL.2  Devcon epoxy glue - 2 large bottles, 4-1/2fl.oz each. More economical  
  than buying the two tubes above if you make a lot of eggs.   £18.25 
GL.3  527 glue. A clear, solvent-based glue which is ideal for those  
  lighter-weight jobs (such as filigrees) and will stick almost  
  immediately when used in smaller amounts. Larger amounts need 
  longer to set properly. Ideal for rhinestone chain application. 2fl.oz. £6.50 
GL.4  UHU glue. A clear, fast-setting glue for applying braids, pearls and 
  fabrics. This glue can be used in our glue bottles with the fine nozzle. 
  Large size ( 35ml)          £2.10 
GL.5  Aleene’s Tacky Glue. A very good, water-based, white glue for braids,  
  pearls and fabrics. (Apply a thin layer of this glue to smooth-line the  
  egg as this glue does not bleed through easily). Again this glue can be  
  used with our glue bottle. 118ml/4fl.oz size.     £4.10 
GL.6  Aleene’s Fast Grab Tacky Glue. A white, water-based, clear-drying   
  glue with a built-in nozzle in the cap. 118ml/4fl.oz size.   £4.10 
GL.7  Aleene’s Designer Tacky glue. One of my favourite glues. It’s  
  white, water-based, dries clear and is very thick., making it ideal  
  for applying crystals I use it to pad out the back of paper sculpture  
  work giving that extra bit of support prior to strengthening with  
  a glaze. 118ml/4fl.oz.         £4.10 
GL.8  Glass, Metal & More glue. A super-strong, waterproof, clear glue   
  2oz.            £6.95 
  
GL.10 Gem-Tack. A very tacky, yet thin, white glue which is particularly 
  recommended for applying beads and stones.  115ml    £6.95 
   

FINISHES & APPLIED DECORATION 
FT.1  Glitter glue -  this brush-on glue is the perfect solution to  the problems  
  associated with applying an even coating of polyflake glitters. Touching  
  in ‘missed’ areas is seamless and the beauty of this product is that it  
  does not require further sealing of the glittered finish. 2oz   £6.95 
FT.7  Mod Podge -  Water-based varnish which can be used for strengthening  
  paper sculpture  work, découpage or applying polyflake. Please specify  
  matte or gloss finish.   8fl.oz        £4.10 
FT.11  No-fire Snow. Water-based ‘snow’ finish which has a textured effect.  
  Apply thinly over foliage or buildings with a brush or more thickly  
  for a covering of ground snow. 118ml      £5.70 
FT.15  Triple Thick Glaze. Water-based brush-on gloss glaze. 118ml/4 fl.oz. £4.95 
FT.20  Crystal Art Lacquer. A water-based crystal clear thicker varnish which  
  can be used in the normal ways, but also as a medium for mock- 
  enamelling when mixed with our art powders or Pearlex powders.  
  This product does not go yellow with time.     £6.10 
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FT.22  J-Coat. Eliminate the need for brushing on over fifty coats of varnish  
  when doing conventional découpage.  J-coat will produce a similar  
  finish in only nine coats with a softened porcelain-like finish.   £6.95 
FT.24  Scenic Water. Create the effect of realistic water without the mess.  
  Melt the gel and pour into place. Remember to seal the edges of a card  
  platform to prevent the area below the platform from being filled.  £9.50 
FT.13  Aurora Dust. The glitter finish used by egg decorators over many years.  
  This is a white-based glitter with hints of colour which will also allow  
  colour to show through from underneath giving a wide array of finishes.  
  Choose from basic, gold-fleck, lilac-fleck,blue-fleck or rainbow. Apply  
  using a thin coat of Glitter Glue (FT.1) or Mod Podge. (If using  Mod  
  Podge or similar, seal in place with hairspray.     £0.70/pack 
FT.14  Polyflake. This is a solid glitter colour used where the impact of the  
  vibrant colour is required rather than the subtlety of the white-based  
  aurora dusts.  Choose from peacock blue, sea green, grass green,  
  emerald, red, lilac, purple, dusky pink, dark blue,  midnight green,  
  fuchsia, gold, silver or copper.        £0.70/pack  
 
SNIGLETS 
Sniglets have been available through us in the U.K. for several years prior to a similar    
product hitting the marketplace, Sniglets are small granules in various colours which can 
be applied in small quantities to enhance areas and add an extra dimension. Particularly  
useful to simulate the appearance of tiny flowers or blossoms, sniglets can be simply       
applied using Aleene’s Designer Tacky. Some packs are offered pre-mixed, but you could 
always mix small quantities together to create your own exclusive mixture. ‘Sniglificantly’ 
less expensive than similar products, you will see many uses for sniglets throughout our 
catalogue on the eggs and on figurines. Choose from the following  
colours.... 
White     Light pink    Blue mix 
Brown     Dusky rose    Pink mix 
Black      Medium pink   Lilac mix  
Fuchsia     Light blue    Green  mix  
Lilac      Light teal     
Wisteria     Dark teal      
Lemon           
Orange             £1.00/pack 
 
DUTCH METALLIC LEAF (Imitation gold leaf) 
This beautiful leaf gives a burnished metallic finish to your eggs. We can supply in sheets of one 
colour or as a complete starter pack. 
ML.1  Leafing kit. A good starter kit containing two sheets of leaf (one gold,  
  one silver), a small pot of size and a small pot of sealer and instructions  £4.95 
ML.2  Variegated Dutch Leaf. Two sheets per pack. Choose from variegated  
  green/gold, blue/gold  or red/gold       £2.75 
ML.3  Plain Dutch Leaf. Two sheets per pack. Choose from gold, silver or  
  copper.           £2.00 
ML.4  Leaf Size. Use to apply the leaf.       £1.50 
ML.5  Leaf sealer. Seal to prevent oxidisation.      £1.50 
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ART FOILS 
This patterned foil is very fine and can be smoothed down onto the shell in panels to  
create a stunning visual effect. The foil has a damask-effect pattern and the colours are rich 
and luxurious. Perfect for working into goldwork designs featuring kid leather. Instruction 
sheet IN.N includes a design which uses the art foils. 
AF.1  Silver     AF.8  Light green 
AF.2  Gold     AF.9  Emerald 
AF.3  Light rose    AF.10 Dark green 
AF.4  Dark rose    AF.11 Maroon 
AF.5  Cerise    AF.12 Red 
AF.6  Lilac     AF.13 Dark blue 
AF.7  Purple    AF.14 Black     £0.95/sht. 
 
METALLIC TAPE 
MS.6  Extra-fine metallic tape. Use to create a fine lattice pattern with this easy  
  to use metallic tape. Available in gold or silver.     £2.25 
 
 
 
PEEL-OFFS 
We have been very selective in our choice of peel-offs as these are so widely available, 
however our selection has been mainly designed by a friend of mine, so are quite  
exclusive.  
PO.1  Large art nouveau peel-off sheet. 23 x 10cm     £3.95 
PO.2  Scrolls and floral peel-off sheet. 23 x 5cm      £2.95 
PO.3  Scroll peel-off sheet. 23 x 5cm        £2.95 
PO.4  Filigree peel-off sheet. 23 x 5cm       £2.95 
PO.5  Fine mesh peel-off. 23 x 10cm. Can be used as a grid for petit  
  point work with pinhead crystals. Gold, silver or white (ideal 
  for Wedgwood-style work).        £1.50 
 

            PO.1             PO.2  PO.3  PO.4   PO.5 
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SUEDE PAPER PRODUCTS 
Over the last year or so, I have been using suede paper more and more in my work,  
experimenting with different designs and finding new ways of using the paper to good  
effect. One of the neatest ways of using the paper is as a cover for platforms or bases 
with a matching pleated-effect lining created by overlapping narrow strips of the      
paper. Team this with some of our exclusive cut-out shapes and you have a recipe for 
success. 
Sheets 21.59 x 27.94cm (8.5 x 11"). Choose from the following colours:     
White     Lavender    Celery (grey-green) 
Silver grey     Canteloupe (orange)  Clover (moss green) 
Black     Orchid     Alpine (dark green) 
Toast (camel)    Raspberry     
Mushroom    Wine      
Mocha     Bubblegum (baby pink) 
Rust      Tomato (Christmas red) 
Cloud (pale blue) 
French blue 
Navy             £1.55/sheet 

   

Cut into strips to create woven linings or pleated linings as shown below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SEP.2 This is an exclusive range of  
  delicate floral patterned suede  
  papers. Select your pattern choice 
  from the reduced-size images  
  shown. We find that dolls house 
  enthusiasts like these papers too.
      
      £1.95/sheet 
 
 
 

A B C 

D E F 

G H I 
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KALEIDOSCOPIC  ACETATE AND SUEDE PANELS 
We are very excited about the potential of these new panels. Printed on acetate or suede (you 
choose), in full colour they use images created from our original photographic work to create 
interesting and vibrant  panels. Use these over an opening or as a platform which can be   
illuminated from underneath or use the suede panel on a platform. Select from oval or      
circular design. Please remember to state ‘suede’ or ‘acetate’.  £1.25 each to suit 
               goose egg. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  KP.1 
   KP.2  KP.3 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

KP.4     KP.5  KP.6 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  KP.7   KP.8  KP.9 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 KP.10   KP.11       KP.12
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TRA.1    £0.15 
Pink or blue 

TRA.2    £0.10 
Pink or blue TRA.3    £0.10 

TRA.5    £0.10 

TRA.6    £0.20 

TRA.4    £0.10 

TRA.7    £0.20 

TRA.8     

TRA.9    £0.15 

TRA.10    £0.20 

TRA.12    £0.10 

TRA.14   £0.15 

TRA.15    £0.10 

TRA.16    £0.20 
TRA.13    £0.40 

TRA.11    £0.45 
WATERSLIDE TRANSFERS 
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TRA.17  £0.15 TRA.18  £0.15 TRA.20    £0.15 

TRA.19    £0.60 
Set of four 

TRA.21   £0.15 

TRA.23    £0.60 
Set of four 

TRA.22   £0.30 
Set of four 
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TRA.26    £0.75 
Set of four 

TRA.24    £0.95 
Set of four 

TRA.28    £0.40 
Set of three 

TRA.27    £0.15 

TRA.25a    £0.20 

TRA.25f   £0.20 

TRA.25e    £0.20 

TRA.25 d   £0.20 

TRA.25c   £0.20 

TRA.25b    £0..20 
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TRA.29    £0.15 
TRA.30    £0.15 

TRA.31   £0.15 

TRA.32    £0.30 

TRA.33    £0.15 

TRA.35    £0.20 

TRA.41    £0.15 

TRA.40    £0.16 

TRA.39    £0.20 

TRA.38    £0.15 

TRA.37    £0.40 

TRA.34    £0.70 
Set of four 

TRA.36    £0.25 
Set of three 
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TRA.42    £0.10 TRA.43    £0.10 
TRA.44     

TRA.45     TRA.46     

TRA.47    £0.10 
Set of two 

TRA.52     

TRA.53     

TRA.48    £0.10 
Set of two 

TRA.49    £0.10 
Set of two 

TRA.50   £0.10 
Set of two 

TRA.51    £0.10 
Set of two 

TRA.59    £0.25 TRA.60    £0.25 

TRA.57    £0.25 

TRA.61    £0.25 

TRA.58    £0.25 

TRA.56    £0.25 

TRA.55    £0.60 
Set of four 

TRA.54    £0.30 
Set of four 
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TRA.62    £0.20 
TRA.63    £0.10 

TRA.64     

TRA.65    

TRA.66   £0.20 TRA.67   £0.20 

TRA.68    £0.20 

TRA.69    £0.15 TRA.70    £0.20 TRA.71    £0.20 TRA.72    £0.20 

TRA.74    £0.20 

TRA.75    £0.15 

TRA.76    £0.20 

TRA.77    £0.15 

TRA.78    £0.70 
Set of four 

TRA.73    £0.10 
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TRA.79    £0.20 

TRA.81    £0.60 
Set of four 

TRA.82    £0.20 

TRA.83    £0.20 

TRA.87    £0.15 

TRA.86    £0.25 

TRA.90    £0.35 

TRA.88    £0.15 
TRA.84   

TRA.85    £0.25 
Set of three 

TRA.89   £0.20 

TRA.94   £0.20 

TRA.93    
£0.20 
 

TRA.92    £0.10 
TRA.91    £0.10 

TRA.80    £0.35 
Set of seven 
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TRA.97    £0.20 

TRA.98    £0.20 
TRA.100    £0.25 

TRA.99    £0.25 

TRA.101  £0.40 

TRA.102      

TRA.96   £0.70 
Set of four 

TRA.95    £0.70 
Set of four 
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TRA.112    £0.10 TRA.113    £0.10 

TRA.114    £0.10 

TRA.115    £0.20 

TRA.116    £0.20 

TRA.104    £0.15 

TRA.108    £0.15 

TRA.103   £0.15 

TRA.105    £0.15 

TRA.107    £0.20 

TRA.111    £0.15 

TRA.109    £0.20 

TRA.110    £0.15 

TRA.106    £0.15 

TRA.118    £0.20 

TRA.117   £0.20 

TRA.119     
Set of four 
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TRA.121    £0.60 
Set of four 

TRA.120    £0.75 
Set of six 

TRA.125   £0.20 

TRA.128    £0.12 

TRA.129    £0.25 

TRA.127  £0.15 

TRA.126   £0.15 

TRA.130    £0.15 

TRA.122    £0.25 
TRA.124    £0.30 

TRA.123    £0.40 
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TRA.146    £0.20 

TRA.142    £0.25 

TRA.145    £0.25 

TRA.143    £0.30 TRA.144    £0.10 

TRA.141   £0.35 

TRA.140    £0.20 TRA.139    £0.20 

TRA.136a  lge.   £0.20 
TRA.136b sm.    £0.15 

TRA.138a  lge.   £0.20 
TRA.138b sm.    £0.15 

TRA.135a  lge.   £0.20 
TRA.135b sm.    £0.15 

TRA.137a  lge.   £0.20 
TRA.137b sm.    £0.15 

TRA.134   £0.12 

TRA.133    £0.15 

TRA.132    £0.25 

TRA.131    £0.30 
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BOOKS and DVD’s 
Many books on egg decorating are self-published and are often limited to short 
production runs. This means that some titles may only be available for a short 
time. We often have publications of this nature on an exclusive basis, so please 
order early to avoid any disappointment as once the international stocks of 
these books are sold, the author rarely invests in a reprint.  
 
BK.2  The Jem Egg Marker - A Practical Guide to its Use by Linda Martin. A 
  very comprehensive guide to the use of the Jem Egg Marker, including  
  step-by-step technique instructions for marking ovals, trellis work etc. 
  Fault-finding chart plus detailed instructions and colour photographs 
  for ten eggs, varying in difficulty.        £9.50 
BK.3  Egg Timepieces by Linda Martin. Clock-making made easy with step-by- 
    step instructions and colour photographs of nine different clocks from  
  various sizes of shells. Also included are instructions for a clock-makers  
  cottage made from an ostrich egg. Many decorative techniques are covered 
   in this useful book.          £10.95 
BK.4  The World of Miniature Egg Decorating by Linda Martin. A closer look at 
  the techniques and materials used on smaller eggs, with detailed instructions 
  for an illuminated ostrich egg cabinet complete with miniatures.  
  Illustrated in colour.          £8.50 
BK.5  Understanding the Mark-it by Linda Martin. Another comprehensive  
  guide to the use of the Mark-it marker. The Mark-it offers scope for  
  different types of marking and these are xplored in the book. Complete  
  with colour photographs and instructions for ten designs (which can be 
  worked with other markers), the mysteries of the Mark-it are unravelled  
  once and for all.           £10.95 
BK.8  A-Z of Silk Ribbon Flowers by Ann Cox. A wonderfully inspiring informative                      
  book of designs for making  and using silk embroidered flowers. From roses 
  to foxgloves, from wisteria to poinsettia, detailed instructions make these 
  beautiful flowers achievable.         £19.99 
BK.12 Egging Tips and Hints and much, much more compiled by Linda Martin  
  with the help of her customers. A fully illustrated book covering almost  
  every aspect of the craft, from blowing eggs to putting in lighting, different  
  lining techniques and fixing breakages. So much is covered in this book that  
  it is recommended by teachers for students of all abilities.    £7.50 
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BK.13 Paper Toile Feathering Techniques. An excellent step-by-step guide to a  
  specific paper sculpture technique. The book contains seven full size prints  
  of a heron to work with to enable you to fully understand the technique.  £15.00 
BK14  Paper toile Furring Techniques. Another step-by-step guide. Contains  
  prints of a wolf in snow to work with.       £15.00 
BK.15 More Exquisite Eggs  by the Victorian Egg Art Guild, Australia. A  
  well-illustrated book of designs by members of the Victorian Guild.  £15.00 
        £27.00 
BK.17 Ukrainian Design Book 1 by Kmit, Luciow and Perschyshyn.  
  24 step-by-step Pysanky designs. Includes symbolism details.   £8.95 
  
BK.25 ‘The Magic of Cold Porcelain’ by Shirley Willis. Contains projects and  
  many colour illustrations of flowers on their own and on eggs. (61 pages). £14.95 
BK.27 Quick’n’Easy Gift Ideas with Eggs by Linda Martin. A plentiful selection  
  of simple, yet effective ideas for quick projects which will sell at craft fairs  
  or simply to make as gifts for friends and family.     £10.95 
BK.49 Sonie Ames -  Art of China Painting. A superb instructional book in  
  which Sonie shows step-by-step how to re-create her beautiful images. 
  If you love her prints (see pages 22-29), you’ll love this book.   £22.50 
BK.  ‘Eggshell Crinoline Ladies’ by Linda Martin. A celebration of crinoline    
  lady designs in one booklet. Instructions included for fourteen different    
  designs.            £7.50 
BK.  ‘Egg Art for Kids’ by Linda Martin. A selection of designs for our younger   
  egg artists. Includes two sets of ‘eye’ decals for Olivia Octopus.   £3.95 
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Design Source Books 
We now carry a wide selection of design source books which will provide inspiration for your egg de-
signs. The images can be used for the basis of three dimensional work (Liquid Lace, mock  
enamelling etc) or can be used to develop themes for your work.      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
.       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Books with CD roms 
These useful books also contain a CD rom of the images contained to enable easy alteration on the 
computer, such as re-sizing etc.  
BK22  The Complete Book of Oriental Designs               
BK.32 The Complete Book of Celtic Designs        
BK.36 Pattern Sourcebook: Japanese Style by Shigeki Nakamura.      
BK.37 Pattern Sourcebook: Japanese Style 2 by Shigeki Nakamura.     
BK.38 Pattern Sourcebook: Chinese Style by Shigeki Nakamura.      
BK.39 Pattern Sourcebook: Nature by Shigeki Nakamura.      
BK.40 Pattern Sourcebook: Nature 2 by Shigeki Nakamura.       
BK.41 Pattern Sourcebook: Around the World by Shigeki Nakamura. Inspiring 
  patterns from around the world which can be printed out and used in many  
  crafts              
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Design Sources on CD Rom 
Based on the Search Press design source series overleaf. 
CD.3  Angels & Fairies                       
CD.4  Christmas Designs          
CD.5  Celtic Designs           
 
Instructional DVD’s 
DVD.1 Using the Jem Egg Marker by Linda Martin. A useful guide to the  
  use of the Jem Egg Marker. Techniques for all kinds of marking  
  are shown step-by-step.         £5.00 
DVD.2 Cold Porcelain Flowers by Shirley Willis. A good back-up to  
  Shirley’s book (The Magic of Cold Porcelain) covering numerous  
  flower-making techniques.        £7.50 
 
Clip Art Books with CD Roms 
These books contain full size colour images of various themed Victorian prints with a CD Rom 
which permits the user to easily reproduce the images or re-size them on a computer..  £10.50     
each 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

 BK.6     BK.7    BK.33   BK.34 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 BK.35        BK.42    BK.43   BK.44 
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PAINTS 
We have one of the widest offerings of paints now giving an amazing wealth of 
choice and the ability to create extremely varied and often unusual finishes. 
Duncan’s paints still remain the paint of choice for most egg decorators,      
however the colour choices are led by the trends in ceramic painting and this 
has meant that over the years many of their colours have been discontinued. It 
is well worth trying some of our other paint finishes to replace the more delicate 
shades which have gone out of favour with ceramists.  
 
Duncan’s matt finish stains -  2oz squeezable pots.         £2.50 
    
PT.1  White     PT.15  Baby Blue 
PT.2  French Vanilla    PT.17  Navy 
PT.3  Angel Flesh     PT.18  Bright red 
PT.7  Pale Yellow     PT.19  Christmas Green 
PT.8  Light Pink     PT.22  Black  
PT.10  Lilac      PT.47  Olive Moss   
PT.11  Black-brown    PT.14  Wedgwood Blue  
PT.13  Lemongrass     
          
Duncan’s Pearl Paints -  1oz squeezable pots.          
PT.23  Golden White    PT.29  Ice Blue 
PT.24  White Mist     PT.46  Golden Ivory 
PT.25  Champagne Ice    PT.49  Black Pearl 
PT.28  Purple Iris     PT.50  Glorious Green 
 
Duncan’s Ultra-metallic Paints -  squeezable 2oz pots       £2.60 
PT.30  Solid Gold metallic   PT.33  Red metallic 
PT.31  Silver metallic    PT.34  Blue metallic 
PT.32  Pewter metallic    PT.35  Green metallic 
 
Duncan’s Sparklers - squeezable 2oz pots 
PT.40  Crystal     PT.45  Electric blue  
PT.41  Glittering gold    PT.46  Starlight rose 
PT.42  Ruby red     PT.47  Copper flash 
PT.43  Emerald green    PT.48  Electric blue 
PT.44  Glittering silver         
  £3.25 
  
Folk Art Metallic Paints -  2oz squeezable pots.        £2.95 
PT.52  Champagne    PT.58  Aquamarine 
PT.53  Peridot     PT.59  Regal Red 
PT.54  Rose Shimmer    PT.60  Blue Topaz 
PT.55  Amethyst     PT.61  Copper 
PT.56  Sequin Black 
PT.57  Periwinkle  
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INTERFERENCE PAINTS 
These paints are acrylic-based and contain tiny particles of mica which reflect the light an unusual 
effect. Use over a similar matt colour to give an iridescence as the egg is turned. Alternatively apply a 
matt black base coat, then mix some of the interference paint with some black and brush over the 
base coat to create a rich velvety finish as used in ‘Blue Velvet’. Now in larger tubes (75mm). 
IP.1  Green    IP.4  Violet 
IP.2  Red     IP.5  Copper 
IP.3  Blue     IP.6  Gold     £7.90 
 
PEARLESCENT INKS 
Inks will produce a completely different finish to paints due to their translucent qualities. They can 
be brushed on, sponged on, mixed with white pearl paints to produce pastel colours or blend them 
together to create subtle effects. We stock a wide range of colours including the new ‘Black pearl’. 
 
PI.1  Silver Pearl     PI.12  Sky Blue (Aqua) 
PI.2  Mazuma Gold    PI.13  Silver Moss (pale green) 
PI.3  Bell Bronze (pale gold)   PI.14  Waterfall Green (sea green) 
PI.4  Autumn Gold (rich gold)  PI.15  Galactic Blue 
PI.5  Birdwing Copper    PI.16  Macaw Green 
PI.6  Sun Orange     PI.17  Volcano Red 
PI.7  Platinum Pink (pale pink)  PI.18  Hot Mama Red 
PI.8  Sundown Magenta (rose)  PI.19  White Pearl 
PI.9  Moon Violet    PI.20  Hot Cool Yellow 
PI.10  Dutch Blue (violet blue)   PI.21  Genesis Green 
PI.11  Sun-up Blue (pale blue)   PI.22  Black pearl   £6.50 
 
 
See IN.86 (below) for a striking design using these inks against a a black background. Why not use 

them to tint your stands (our hummingbird and fuchsia stands look 
great with the extra hint of colour. Apply over black for an unusual 
twist or use to create a marbled effect as shown on ‘Rose              
Serenade’ (IN.R). This finish is achieved by painting the egg matt 
white to produce a pure white base colour. Now sponge over with 
Mother of Pearl paint This will give an all-over pearlised finish 
when completing the marble-effect.  Using a very rough           
paintbrush, dip into Platinum Pink pearlescent ink and splodge 
randomly over the egg. Leave some areas white and do not brush 
out any denser  areas as these will provide slightly deeper pink    
areas. Using a very fine brush and gold metallic paint, add twig-like 
lines here and there and, while still wet, flick the brush from side to 
side over the line to soften the edges slightly. 
 
 
Using several coats of ink will create the depth of jewel-like 
colour shown here.                               
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JACQUARD LUMIÈRE PAINTS 
Oh what fun I have had with these paints! I’m discovering new things every day with them. 
Designed as fabric paints, these flow smoothly onto the egg but the main appeal is in their 
versatility. All the colours can be mixed together to create different shades, however if bright 
colours are not to your taste, each colour can be added in very tiny quantities to the pearl 
white to produce delicate pastel shades. Dabbing one colour of paint over another while still 
wet can produce some very interesting effects and working the same finish over black will 
produce a completely different finish. As these are fabric paints, there is also the potential 
for colouring braiding to match your project and even tinting filigrees and stands. The halo 
colours are almost dichroic with fabulous colour mixes. Super Sparkle will give a very light 
shimmer when painted over another colour. For those of you who miss Duncan’s Wisteria 
pearl, simply add a tiny touch of Pearl Magenta to the Halo Violet Gold and you have it 
again!! Manufactured by Jacquard like the Pearlex powders, the two products will enhance 
each other. 2oz pots which go a very long way. 
 
PTJ.1 Pearl White    PTJ.8 Halo Blue/Gold 
PTJ.2 Pearl Violet   PTJ.9 Metallic Olive Green 
PTJ.3 Pearl Turquoise   PTJ.10 Metallic Copper 
PTJ.4 Pearl Blue    PTJ.11 Metallic Gold 
PTJ.5 Pearl Magenta   PTJ.12 Metallic Silver 
PTJ.6 Halo Violet/Gold  PTJ.13 Super Sparkle 
PTJ.7 Halo Pink/Gold   PTJ.14 Russet Red    £ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MARTHA STEWART PEARL PAINTS 
Now being stocked as an alternative to Duncan’s pearl paints. Mother of Pearl allows a     
colour to show through from underneath in the same way as the old white pearl paints. This 
new range has delicate shades as well as deeper colours, all with a lovely pearl finish.       
Supplied in 2oz pots            £2.50 
PT. Mother of Pearl     PT. Purple Martin (Purple)                
PT.  Antique Silk (Palest pink)   PT. Jet Stream  (Palest aqua)                        
PT.  Pink Taffeta (Medium pink)                  PT.  Aquarium (Aqua) 
PT. Fruit Punch (Bright pink)   PT. Gazing Ball (Blue) 
PT.  Mint Chip (Pale mint green)   PT. Holly Berry                 
PT.  Hummingbird (Mint green)   PT. Tiger Lily (Orange)            
PT. Eclipse (Lilac) 
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BLOWN  EGGSHELLS 
A word about the use of eggshells....  The rule of thumb in the U.K. Is that only the eggs of 
domesticated species should be used for egg decorating. If you abide by this, you should 
avoid prosecution. There are many shells available to use and from time to time, we manage 
to obtain something a little out of the ordinary. These include swan eggs which we can legally 
supply you with as they are imported. We provide a certificate with these to cover you 
should any questions arise.  
If you are blowing  your own eggs, make sure that you sterilise them properly. We now sell a 
pump for emptying shells (see tool section). Prices are shown per egg. 
 
EGG.1 Ostrich egg. A thick, creamy coloured shell with slight dimpling.  £10.50 
EGG.2 Rhea egg. An oval, cream shell with a smoother surface and thinner 
  shell than an ostrich.          £15.00 
EGG.3 Emu egg. Deepest blue-green shell similar in size to the rhea but with  
  a much more textured surface. Carve into the darker outer shell to  
  reveal shades of turquoise, lightening in colour, the deeper you carve.  
  (To assist with carving, try putting a tiny light inside the egg so that  
  you can see how deeply you are carving.      £16.00 
EGG.4 Goose egg. White shells in assorted shapes and sizes.    £1.95 
EGG.5 Guinea fowl egg. Small beige, sometimes lightly speckled with a 
  rounded bottom and very pointed top. A good hard shell.   £1.00 
EGG.6 Quail egg. Small light brown shell with darker speckles.   £0.30 
EGG.7 Bob-white quail. A tiny pure white egg with a rounded bottom and  
                   very pointed top. Ideal for making jewellery if strengthened  
                   sufficiently. (See our book on making necklaces).     £0.95 
EGG.8 Swan egg. Beautiful, large oval, soft green egg .      £15.00 
EGG.9 Turkey egg. Light brown egg with dark speckles (which will come off 
                   if scrubbed).           £0.75 
EGG.10 Duck egg. White and occasionally light blue shell.     £0.60 
EGG.11 Pigeon egg. Small oval pure white egg.       £0.60 
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GIFT IDEAS 
Over the years, we have occasionally offered some gift items through our In Touch 
newsletter. Your egging friends would almost certainly appreciate a small gift from this 
range or you could treat yourself.  
GP.1  Beginners gift pack. This is the ideal gift for anyone wishing to get started.  
  See page 3 for detailed information.        £39.00 
GP.7  Gift vouchers. Select the amount you wish to spend and we will send 
  your vouchers with a greeting card. You name the price! When the  
  voucher is used, any remaining balance will be credited to the recipient’s  
  account for future use. 
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Terms and Conditions 
Hours of Business 
Normal opening hours are 9am to 4pm Monday to Friday, however you can leave a message 
on our answer phone (please remember to leave your telephone number) and we will reply as 
quickly as possible.  Please telephone before visiting us in person. 
 
Methods of Payment 
We accept payment by cheque (sterling only), debit or credit card or PayPal. Please make 
cheques or postal orders payable to ‘Linda Martin Egg Designs’. If you are unsure of the 
amount, you may mark your cheque ‘not to exceed......’ filling in an amount to allow for    
additional postage costs or price increases and the exact amount will be completed and noted 
on your invoice.  We also accept payment by most major credit cards. When paying by this 
method, please complete all the required fields on the order form. If you prefer to telephone 
your card details through to us, we are able to take an order over the phone. 
 
Postal Charges 
Every year the Post Office increases their charges, so it is difficult to allocate firm postal 
charges, however we charge as fairly as possible and will choose the most economical method 
of shipping while maintaining a reasonable delivery time. We now use a much more          
economical method of shipping heavier items to many overseas countries, often halving the 
previous charges made by the Post Office. As a rule of thumb, orders under 2kg in weight 
will be shipped by First Class post or by carrier (whichever is cheaper). Order over 2kg will 
be shipped by carrier (next day delivery). We are happy to assess postal costs for your order 
and advise you before shipping.  
 
Damaged or missing items 
Please notify us of any damaged or missing items within three days of receipt. In the event of 
breakages, please retain the packaging as the Royal Mail may need to view in respect of any 
claim. 
 
Out of stock items 
Out of stock items will be placed on back order unless otherwise specified. We will not     
substitute items without consulting you first. 
 
Descriptions 
Please note that gold and silver refers to the plating (not the material content). While every 
effort is made to supply goods as per the illustrations, sometimes items will vary slightly or 
may have been discontinued and we reserve the right to substitute kit items as  appropriate. 
 
Pricing & Discounts 
Every effort is made to ensure that prices are correct at the time of going to print, however 
in the current economic climate, prices are subject to change with no notice. We will advise 
you of any major price increases and may be able to suggest a less expensive alternative 
product. In some instances, we may be able to reduce prices from those printed if we are able 
to obtain stock at a better price. We may be able to offer quantity discounts for certain 
items. Please enquire for more information.  
All prices include UK Sales Tax where applicable. 
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Personal Callers 
Please note that we are often working away at weekends, attending shows etc, so we would 
ask that you always telephone to arrange an appointment before calling in case we are in the 
middle of boxing stock or even away.  In any event, you can be assured of a warm welcome. 
 
Our premises 
We are easy to find and close to motorway routes, situated a few miles from Blackpool in 
Lancashire. Our premises are set in rural surroundings in a small village close to the River 
Wyre estuary. The building is a single storey with full disabled access and a large showroom 
where you can browse to your heart’s content. 
We are also fortunate to have a designated  seminar room and have welcomed students to 
classes from all over the United Kingdom and also from overseas.  Our weekend events are 

proving very successful (often with repeat      
sessions to  fulfil the requests for places). We 
have some very good B&B’s in the immediate 
area who will make you very welcome should 
you decide to stay over for a day or so in the ar-
ea. (Lists on application). 
If you have a group of people who would like to 
pay us a visit, we may be able to offer you a half-
day or full day class during your visit depending 
on your time constraints. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Di-
rections 
By car: Travelling from the M6 (north or 
south), take the M55 signposted for Blackpool. 
Leave the M55 at J.3, taking the 3rd exit 
(signposted Fleetwood) onto the A585. Contin-

ue to the traffic lights , turning left onto the A585 (signposted Fleetwood, Blackpool A586). 
At the next traffic lights, bear right at the Shell garage following the A586 to the next lights, 
where you turn right onto the A588 (signposted Hambleton). Cross the River Wyre and at 
the mini roundabout, bear left. As you take a sharp right hand bend into the village and as 
you see the 30mph sign, indicate to turn right at the parade of shops and Hambleton Service 
Station. Drive behind the shops and Unit G is a separate building adjoining Auto-Tech’s 
premises.  
By public transport: Poulton railway station is closest to Hambleton and there is a bus      
service which runs from Poulton town centre out to Hambleton.  
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A  
 Acetate panels  104, 106 
 Aleene’s glues   98 
 American figurines    62 
 Apple Blossom shells  72 
 Art Foils   100 
 Art Powders   124 
 Aurora dust    99 
B 
 Bases     41-43 
 Base skirts    43 
 Batteries    39 
 Beginners kits     3-4 
 Beaded spray   85 
 Beading mat     85 
 Beading tool     85, 96 
 Beading wire    85 
 Beads     85-6 
 Beeswax    11 
 Bell handles     41 
 Books     41, 97,  
         118-121 
 Braids    64-70 
 Brass rod/tubes   39 
 Brooches    44 
 Butterflies    87-88 
C 
 Carbide stick   96 
 Cameos    73 
 CD Roms    120-121 
 Chains    83 
 Classes    128 
 Clocks    39-40 
 Clock surrounds   40 
 Cold porcelain flowers  87-88 
 Cold porcelain paste  89 
 Compressor    93 
 Crystal chiffon 
 Crystal drops   84 
 Crystal accessories    84 
 Crystal lacquer   98 
D 
 Design source sheets  21 
 Devcon epoxy glue    98 
 Dragonflies    37, 88 
 Drape stick    96 
 Drill bits    92 
 Drill sets     92 
 DVD’s    91, 97 
 Dyes     11 
E 
 Eggs, blown    126 
 Egg holder    94 
    
  
  
 
 

 Egg markers     97 
 Electrical components  39 
 Embossed parchment 105 
 Embroidered panels  84 
 Eraser, battery   96 
F  
 Fabrics    44 
 Figurines    55-63 
 Filigrees    74-82 
 Fine cords    67-68 
 Finial, resin    41 
 Finishes    98 
 Floral displays   91 
 Flower cutters   89-90 
 Flower pack     87 
 Frames    44 
 Folk Art paints   122 
 Fountain kit     91 
G 
 Gar scales    72 
 Gemsai kits    84 
 Gem-tack    98 
 Gift pack    3 
 Gifts     127 
 Gift vouchers   127 
 Glitter glue    98 
 Glue bottles    94 
 Glues     98 
 Gold tape    100  
 Granite finish   122 
H 
 Handles, urn     44 
 Hat stands    41 
 Hinges    82  
 Hollow bases    43 
 Heirloom collection     7-8 
 Heritage collection    5-6 
I  
 Inks     123  
 Imperial collection   9-10 
 Insert panels    104 
 Instructions    12-21 
 Interference paints   123 
J 
 Japanese silk    67-68 
 J-Coat    99 
 Jem marker    97 
 Joan Huff instructions  18-21 
K 
 Kaleidoscopic panels  106 
 Kistka    11 
 Kits, egg    3-10 
 Kits, pysanky   11 
 Kits, smocking   54 
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L 
 Lamé fabric    54 
 Lapel pins    44 
 Lighting pack   39 
 Liquid lace    99 
 Lumière paints  125 
 Lurex cords    67-68 
M 
 Marble bases   43 
 Marker pens    96 
 Metallic leaf    99 
 Metallic tape   100 
 Micro beads    85 
 Mirrors    43 
 Mod Podge    98 
 Modelling pad   89, 96 
 Musical movements   38 
N 

O 
 Organdy ribbon   69 
 Oval marker attachment    97 
P 
 Paints    122 
 Panné velvet   54 
 Parchment panels  115 
 Pearlescent ink  123 
 Pearlex powders  124 
 Pearls, flat-back   72 
 Pearls, no-hole   72 
 Pearls, strung   72 
 Peel-offs   100 
 Perfume spray   41 
 Plaster stand    41 
 Platform gauge   96 
 Plunger cutters   90 
 Polyester satin   54 
 Polyflakes    99 
 Porcelain figurines   62 
 Pot pourri lids   42 
 Prints     22-34 
 Pysanky kits    11 
R 
 Rattle handles   41 
 Reed switch    39  
 Resin figurines   58-9 
 Resin finials    41 
 Rhinestone products  83-4 
 Ribbons    69 
 Rock pool    91 
 Rolling pin    89 
 Roses     87-88 
 Rose Tremain figurines  63 
 
  
  
  
 

S 
 Scenic water    99 
 Scissors    94 
 Screwdrivers   95 
 Seahorses    72 
 Self-adhesive flowers  84 
 Seminars   128 
 Shells     72 
 Side cutters    96 
 Silk braid    69 
 Silk prints    35-37 
 Silk ribbon    69 
 Sniglets    99 
 Snow, no-fire   98 
 Sonie Ames prints   22-29 
 Sponges    95 
 Stands, metal   45-52 
 Starfish    72 
 Stones     84 
 Suede paper   101 
 Suede paper panels  102 
 Suede paper motifs  102-3 
 Swan necks    43  
T  
 Tape, gold   100 
 Teapot handles/spouts  41 
 Terms & Conditions  129-130 
 Tools     92-97 
 Tool set    89 
 Touch’n’play   38 
 Touch of White   57 
 Transfers    107-117 
 Tweezer scoop   85, 94 
 Tweezers    94 
U 
 UHU glue    98  
  
V 
 Veiner    89 
 Vernier    96 
 Vouchers   127 
W 
 Waterslide transfers 107-117 
 Wire, beading  85 
 Wire cutters   96 
 Wire, electrical  39 
 Wire, floral   89 
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Linda Martin Egg Designs 
Unit G, Bank View 

Shard Lane 
Hambleton 

Poulton-le-Fylde 
Lancashire FY6 9BX 

Tel. 01253 702703 
lindamartineggs@tiscali.co.uk 

www.lindamartineggdesigns.com 
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